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REDUCTION ALGORITHM AND REPRESENTATIONS OF
BOXES AND ALGEBRAS
YURIY A. DROZD
Presented by Vlastimil Dlab, FRSC
ABSTRACT.
This paper is a survey of applications of the reduction
algorithm for boxes to the representation theory of finite dimensioned algebras. The topic seems important in two respects. First of all, the medn
advantage of the notion of box is just the possibility to study representations inductively, reducing the corresponding matrices step by step. Second,
there are severed principed facts in the representation theory that cannot
be proved (at least have never been proved till now) without using representations of boxes and the reduction algorithm. I have chosen for the
presentation here three main results. They are:
• tame-wild dichotomy [12], [6];
• relation between tameness emd generic modules [7];
• coverings of tame boxes and algebras [14].
Since there is a certedn prejudice to the notion of box and especially to the
reduction algorithm, I have decided to give some technical details of the
medn constructions emd to sketch proofs. I hope that they are not so complicated emd understandable well enough, emd the astonishing resemblance
of these proofs is itself a good publicity for the techniques of boxes.

1. Categories and functors. In this eurticle we consider linear categories
(in particular, edgebras, which we identify with the categories with one object)
over a fixed field k.1 It meeins that the sets of morphisms A(A, B) between two
objects of such a category A are vector spaces over k and the multipUcation of
morphisms is k-bilineeir. AU functors (bifunctors) between such categories are
edso supposed k-Unear (bilineeir). We denote by Vec (vec) the category of vector
spaces (respectively finite dimensioned vector spaces) over k. A module over a
category A is, by definition, a (lineeir) functor M: A -» Vec; an A-B-bimodule is,
by definition, a (biUnear) functor A0 x B -• Vec, where A0 denotes the opposite
(or duat) category to A. We often say A-bimodule instead of A-A-bimodule. In
particuleir, any A-module can be considered as em A-k-bimodule. We write dim,
Horn, ®, etc., instead of dimk, Homk, ®k. etc., and denote by V the dual vector
space Hom(V,k). If V is em A-B-bimodule, we write bva instead of V{a,b)v for
v G V{A,B), a G A{A', A), b G B(B, B') (it is an element from V(A',B')). Every
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1
Further we shedl mostly suppose that k is algebraically closed, but it is not essential for
the first definitions.
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category A (rather its set of morphisms) can be considered as an A-bimodule,
which we caU the regular A-bimodule.
An eidditive category A is said to be fully additive if every idempotent in
it spUts, i.e., corresponds to a decomposition of the object into a direct sum
(equivalently, every idempotent has a kernel). For emy category A, there is a
unique (up to equivalence) fully eidditive category add A containing A. It cem be
defined either as the category of matrix idempotents over A or as the category
of finitely generated projective A0-modules. Every functor F: A -)• B prolongs
uniquely (up to isomorphism) to a functor add A -+ add B, which we denote by
the seune letter F. In particular, the categories of A-modules and add A-modules
eure equivedent.
Just as for usued bimodules over rings, one can define operations such as Hom
or ®. Formedly, if M is em A-B-bimodule and AT is an C-A-bimodule, we define
their tensor product M®^N as the C-B-bimodule such that (M®AiV)(G, B) is the
factor space of the direct sum ©^gob A ^ ( A B) ® Ar(G, A) modulo the subspeice
generated by aU differences ua ® u - u ® au, where u G M{A, B),v G N{C, A')
and a G A{A',A) for some objects A, A' G Ob A. On the other hand, for an AB-bimodule M and an A-C-bimodule N, the B-C-bimodule HomA(M, N) has the
values (HomA(M,A0)(B,G) = HomA(M(_,B),JV(_,G)), the right side being
the space of morphisms of functors A -+ Vec. One cem easUy check that the usued
identities {cf. (5, Chapter IX, Section 2]) for ® and Hom hold, especially:
L ®B (M ®A N) ~ {L ®B M) ®A N,

where D-^B. BMA, A-^C;

HomB(M®A N,L) ~ fHomA(M,HomB(Ar,L))j,

where D^-B, CA/A, AATB

(both are isomorphisms of C-D-bimodules). We shedl freely use these isomorphisms as well as the analogous ones estabUshed for bimodules over rings in [5],
[19].
If F: A -^ B is a functor emd V is a B-C-bimodule (or a C-B-bimodule), one can
define the A-C-bimodule VF such that VF{A, C) = V{FA, C) (respectively the CA-bimodule ^V such that FV{C, A) = V{C, FA)). We often omit the superscript
F
if the sense of the notation is quite clear. Especiedly one cem consider the AB-bimodule B F , or the B-A-bimodule F B, or the A-bimodule FBF. Certainly,
if M: B -> Vec is a B-module, the A-module FM is just the composition MF.
It is easy to see that V^ ~ HomB(FB, V) ~ V ®B B F for every B-C-bimodule
V (respectively FV cz H o n ^ B ^ V ) :* ^B ®B V for every C-B-bimodule V).
Therefore, in particular,
HomA-c(Wi, VF) ~ HomB-cW ®A FB, V),
Homc-A(W/2, FV) * Homc-B(BF ®A WZ, V),
F
HOHIA-AW FVF) ^ HomB-B(B ®A W ® A F B , V),
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where Wi (respectively W2 and W) is a A-C-bimodule (respectively C-A-bimodule
emd A-bimodule).
Let F be an oriented graph (or a quiver), perhaps with multiple arrows and
loops. Remind that the (linear) category kT freely generated by F is defined as
follows:
• The objects of k F are the vertices of the graph F.
• The vector space of morphisms from a vertex A to another vertex B has a
basis consisting of all paths steirting from A and ending at B , that is words
p = On • • •a2ai, where aj eure arrows of the graph F, the source of aj+i
coincide with the target of 04 for i = 1 , . . . , n — 1, the source of ai is A and
the target of an is B. We write p: A -> B. If A = B , we edlow em "empty"
path 1,A (t-e., with n = 0) steirting and ending at A.
• The product of two paths p = a„ • • • aaai: A -> B emd q — bm---bzbi'.C —^
A is defined as their concatenation pq = a,, •••ai6 m •--fci. Certainly, if
q = LA {OI p = LA), one has pq = p (respectively pq = q)- The products of
emy morphisms are defined by Unearity.
A category A is cedled free if it is isomorphic (not simply equivedent!) to a category of the form k F for some graph F. The images of the einrows of F under em
isomorphism k F —» A are cedled a set of free generators of the category A. Just as
for free algebras, one cem check that kF ~ kF ' if emd only if F ~ F', hence, there
is a one-to-one correspondence between isomorphism classes of graphs and of free
categories. On the other hand, there can be plenty of sets of free generators in
the seime free category (it is always the case if there are oriented cycles in F or
there is an arrow a: A —> B and a path p: A -> B such that p 7^ a). We denote
by add F the fuUy additive category add kF.
Especiedly, if the graph F is trivial, i.e., has no arrows, the category kF is the
trivial category whose set of objects equals the set of vertices of the graph F. It
meeins that there eure no morphisms between different objects emd the endomorphism ring of every object coincides with k.
We shedl edso use semi-free categories defined as foUows. Let F be em oriented
graph, 6 be the set of loops from F and g:a t-t ga he a mapping S -4 k[t]
such that neither of ga is zero. The category A = kF[5 0 (a) _ 1 j a e ©] is cedled
a semi-free category, the arrows of F eire cedled a set of semi-free generators
of A. Evidently, we can (and shedl always) suppose that edl polynomial ga are
unital (with the leading coefficient 1). The polynomied ga is cedled the marking
polynomial of the loop a. The set of eirrows of F is called a set of semi-free
generators of A. If <?<, ^ 1 the loop a is cedled a marked loop of A. Especiedly, if
F only contain loops and there is at most one loop a:A—¥ A for every object A,
the corresponding semifree category is cedled a mtmma/ category.
A free module over a category A is, by definition, a module isomorphic to a
direct sum of representable (or principal) modules, i.e., those of the form A(A, _).
If M ~ 0 J A(Ai,.), the images in M of the identity morphisms 1 ^ are cedled
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a set of free generators of M. Just in the seime way, a free A-B-bimodule is a
bimodule V isomorphic to a direct sum 0 J B(Bi, _) ® A(_, Aj) and the images in
V of the elements IB^ ® 1 ^ eure cedled a set of free generators of V.
A category A is sedd to be skeletal if:
• there are no nontrivial idempotents in A(A, A) for each A 6 Ob A;
• each object from add A decomposes into a direct sum of objects from A;
• ^ ®"=i Ai - ©£=i Bj m a d d A) w l i e r e AitBj ^ O b A . t h e n n = m and
there is a permutation a such that Aj a* Bai for edl t = 1,..., n.
For instance, if the category A is local, i.e., edl algebras A(A, A) are loced, and
has no isomorphic objects, it is skeleted {cf. [1, Theorem 3.6]). Each semi-free
category is skeleted too (in a bit different setting it is proved in [20]).
2. Boxes and their representations. A coalgebra over a category A is defined as an A-bimodule V together with homomorphisms of A-bimodules A: V ->
V®A V {comultiplication) and e: V -> A (countt) such that the foUowing diagrams
are commutative:
V

A

V®AV

AI
I A®1V
V® A V —+ V ® A V ® A V
l^A

V

J^A®AV

AJ.

ii

V

^1>V®AA

ji

AJ.

V®AV—^A®AV

V®AV—>V®AA

£®1

1®£

(the first rows of the last two diagrams are the natural isomorphisms).
A box is defined as a pair a = (A, V), where A is a category emd V is an Acoalgebra. The kernel V = Ker e of the counit is called the kernel of the box 2L If
v G V(A, B), we often write u: A • • •> B. If C is a category, we define the category
of representations Rep(2l, C) of the box a in the category C in the foUowing way:
• The objects of this category are functors M : A -• C.
• A morphism from M to AT in Rep(ia, C) is a homomorphism of A-bimodules
/ : V -> Homc( M C, N C). We denote the set of edl morphisms from M to N
byHomc-a(M,Ar).
• The product of two morphisms, / € Homc-a(M, N) and g G Homc.a(B, M),
is defined as the composition
V A V ®A V ^

Homc(MC, "C) ®A Homc(LC, MC) ^

HomePC, NC),

where mult denotes the multipUcation of morphisms of functors.
• The identity morphism of a representation M is defined as the composition
V - ^ A -+ Homc( w C, ^C), where the second homomorphism maps o: A -•
B to C(.,M(a)):C(.,MA) -+ C{.,NB).
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One can easily check that in this way we obtain indeed a category. If C =
Proj-R, the category of right projective modules over em edgebra R, we write
Rep(2l,R) instead of Rep(2l,C) and HomR.a(M,A0 instead of Homc-a(M,iV).
If R = k, we omit aU emd write Rep(a) and Homa(M, N).
Sometimes it is convenient to identify HomA-A(V,Homc(MC,JVC)) with
Homc-A(V ®A M C, NC) and we shall do it freely.
A principal box is one of the form 21 = (A, A), where the coalgebra is the
regular bimodule with identity comultipUcation emd counit. It is easy to see that
the category of representations of this box coincide with that of the category
A; in particular, Rep(2l) = A- Mod. We edways identify a principal box with the
corresponding category; it edlows to consider (formedly) the representation theory
of edgebras as a partied case of that of boxes.
A morphism of boxes $:2l -> 35, where 2t = (A,V) and 9} = (B,W), is a pedr
($0)*i)) where $o:A -• B is a functor emd $i:V -¥ *0W*0 is a morphism of
A-bimodules compatible in the evident sense with comultipUcation emd counit.
We usuaUy omit indices emd write $(a) both for a G A emd for a G V. Such a morphism induces the inverse image functor $*: Rep(2J, C) -> Rep(2l, C) for each category C: it maps a representation M to the composition M$o and a morphism / G
Homc-i8(A/, N), i.e., a homomorphism of bimodules W -> Homc(Af C, ^C), to the
morphism M*o -»• N$o, i-e-, the homomorphism $ ' / : V -^ Homc(Af*0C, ^ « C ) ,
such that <&*/(v) = f{$iv).
Suppose given a box 21 = (A, V) emd a functor F: A -4 B. We define the new
box 2l F = (B, W) in the foUowing way:
• W = BF®AV®AFB.

• The comultipUcation W -> W ®B W ~ B F ®A V ®A F B F ®A V ®A F B maps
a ® t; ® 6 to JV a ® « P ® 1 ® vp $ b, where A{v) = J\ ^ ® v,-2) •
• The counit W -• B maps a ® u ® 6 to aF(e(t;))6.
The functor F can be prolonged to the morphism 21 —• 2l F , which we denote by
F too, setting, for v G V(A, B), F(t;) = F ( 1 B ) ® u ® F{1A) G W(FA, FB).
THEOREM 2.1. Let 21 = (A, V) be a box, F: A ^y B be a functor and 2l F be the
above defined box. The inverse image functor F* corresponding to the morphism
of boxes F:2l -^ 2l F induces an equivalence of the category Rep(a F , C) onto the
full subcategory Rep(5a, C | F) Ç Rep(2l, C) consisting of all representations that
are isomorphic to the composition MF for some functor M: B —^ C. In particular, if every representation is isomorphic to such a composition, the functor F*
establishes an equivalence between Rep(2l, C) and Rep(a F ,C).
PROOF.

It foUows immediately from the isomorphism

HomA.A(V,Homc(MFC,;VFC)) ~ HomA-A(V,FHomc(AfC,iVC)F)
^ HomB-B(BF®A V® A F B,Homc( M C, AA C)). H
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We shedl often use the foUowing corollary of this theorem.
COROLLARY 2.2. Let 21 = (A, V) be a box, A' be a subcategory of A and
F':A' -> B' be a functor. Denote by B = AU* B' the amalgamation (or pullback) of A and B' under A' and byF:A^Bthe
natural functor. Then F* induces
an equivalence between Rep(a F ,C) and the full subcategory Rep(2l, C | A',F') Ç
Rep(2l, C) consisting of all representations M such that the restriction of M onto
A' can be factored through F'.

For every box 21 = (A, V) we denote by add 21 the box (add A, V) (we denote
by the same letter V the prolongation of V onto add A). For every fully additive
category C {e.g. for Vec) there is em equivalence Rep(2l, C) ^ Rep(add2l, C) and
we shaU identify these categories.
A box 21 = (A, V) is cedled skeletal if so is the category A. Then a representation
M G Rep(21, R), where R is em algebra, is sedd to be finite (or affinité rank) if:
• For any object A € Ob A, MA G proj-R, the category of finitely generated
projective (right) R-modules.
• The support of M, i.e., the set suppM = {A € Ob A | MA ^ 0}, is finite.
If R = k (hence, proj-R = vec), they edso cedl finite representations finite dimensional. The category of edl finite representations of 21 over R is denoted by
rep(2l,R) (rep(2l) if R = k). Let |proj-R| be the set of isomorphism classes of
finitely generated projective R-modules. The function dim M: Ob A ->• |proj-R|
mapping A to the isomorphism class of MA is cedled the vector dimension of M.
If aU projective R-modules eure free of unique rank {e.g. if R = k), we identify
|proj-R| with N, the set of nonnegative integers. If, moreover, the set Ob A is
finite, we consider dim M just as a vector with entries from N. We denote by
ind(2l, R) the set of isomorphism classes of indecomposable finite representations
of 21 over R emd by indd(2l, R) the subset of md(a, R) consisting of the classes
of representations of vector dimension d. Note that there are boxes such that
indd(2l) fl mdd'(2l) ^ 0 for some vector dimensions d ^ d'.
If d, c are two vector dimensions, we write d < c if d(A) < c(A) for all
objects A.
3. Types of boxes. In the representation theory (especially over algebredcedly closed fields), as weU as in most other appUcations, they mainly use the
so-called norma/ free boxes in the foUowing sense.
A section of a box 2t = (A, V) is, by definition, a set of elements u> = {CJA G
V(A,A) | A e Ob A} such that £{WA) = 1A- This section is sedd to be normal
if AU>A = w.4 ® WA for edl objects A. A box is cedled norma/ if it has a normed
section. Evidently, the element da — usa — auA belongs to the kernel V of the
box a. Moreover, if t; G V(A, B), the element dv = p{v) — u ® w^ — WB ® f
belongs to V ®A V. We cedl d the differential of the (normed) box 21. Note that it
depends on the section. We prolong d to the tensor square V = V ®A V setting

)
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d{u ® v) = 9u ® u - u ® Ôu G V .We often omit the sign ® and set 5 = 0 for
a G Mor A, v = 1 for u G V. Then the mapping d has the following properties:
• d{xy) = {dx)y + {-l)xx{dy) (Leibniz rule);
• Ô2 = 0.
Note that if (p is em isomorphism of representations of a normed box, then ¥>(UM) is
em isomorphism for eeich object A. Especiedly, the vector dimensions of isomorphic
finite representations coincide.
A normed box 21 = (A, V) is cedled free {semi-free) if A is a free (semi-free)
category, da = 0 for each marked loop of A emd the kernel V is a free A-bimodule.
If So is a set of free (semi-free) generators of the category A and S i is a set of
free generators of the A-bimodule V, their union S = SQ U S i is cedled a set of
free (semi-free) generators of the box 21. The elements of So eure usuedly cedled
solid arrows and those of Si dotted arrows of the box 21. Thus, to a semi-free
box we associate a bigraph, i.e., a graph whose arrows are of two types: soUd
and dotted. The marked loops and the marking polynomials of a semi-free box 21
are just those of the semi-free category A. The morphisms from A(A,B), or the
elements from V(A, B), or from V can be considered as Unear combinations
of paths of the eirrows of the corresponding bigraph and the inverse morphisms
a* = ga{a)~1 for the marked loops a such that edl arrows of the paths eure soUd,
respectively, each path contains exactly one, or exactly two dotted eirrows.
A semi-free box 21 = (A, V) is called so-trivial if the category A is trivied. If A
is a minimal category, we cedl the box 21 so-minimal.
We fix a section w:V -> A emd consider the differential d with respect to
this section. A semi-free box 21 is called triangular if there is a set of semi-free
generators E emd a function f : S - • N such that, for every arrow a G E, its
differential da is a Unear combination of paths only containing the arrows b with
f (6) < ^(a). Such a set of generators is also cedled triangular. Trianguleir semifree boxes have a lot of good features that eure not vedid in genered. EspeciaUy,
the foUowing importemt results hold.
PROPOSITION 3.1 {cf. [18]).2 Let 21 = (A,V) be a triangular semi-free box
with normal section a> and a triangular set of semi-free generators E.
1. A morphism f:M-¥Nof
representations from Rep(2l, C) is an isomorphism if and only if f{ojA) is an isomorphism for every object A.
2. If the category C is fully additive, so is Rep(2l, C).
3. Suppose that M G Rep(2l, C), {NA | A G ObA} M a se^ of objects from
C, for each in Ob A an isomorphism JA'-MA —> NA and for each dotted
arrow v:A--->B from Ei a morphism yv:MA -> NB are given. There is
a representation N G Rep(A, C) and an isomorphism j:M-tN
such that
2
In [18] these properties are proved for free differential graded categories, but it is well
known that this setting is quite equivalent to that of free boxes. Moreover, the proofs for
semi-free boxes are the same as for free ones.
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NA = NA, "ï^A)
arrow v.

= 7A for each object A and ^{v) = 7„ for each dotted

Usuedly we impose eidditioned conditions on the considered boxes. Neimely,
we say that a box 21 = (A,V) is locally finitely generated if for every object
A G Ob A the A-modules A(A,.), V(A,-) as well as A0-modules A(.,A), V(_,A)
are finitely generated. If the box 21 is semi-free, it means that in the corresponding
bigraph there eure finitely memy arrows ending or starting at each vertex. Denote
by s\B and s\B respectively the number of soUd emd dotted arrows starting at
A and ending at B and set, for every function d: Ob A -• K with finite support
suppd = {A | d(A) ^ 0},

Q+(d)= Yi

d A 2

i)+

AeObA

Qâ(d)=

E

s\Bd{A)d{B),

A.BgObA

E

s

ABd(A)d(B),

A,BeObA

Qa(d) = Q £ ( d ) - Q â ( d ) .
They caU Qa the Tits form of the box 21.
COROLLARY 3.2. Let Qi be a locallyfinitelygenerated semi-free box. The set
of representation M G rep(2l) of vector dimension d can be identified with the
points of an affine variety repd(2t) of dimension Qâ( d ) o v e r ^ e fie^ ^ (actually,
with a principal open subset in the affine space A^
) . The isomorphism classes
of representations are connected locally closed subsets in repd(2l) of dimensions
d<<&(d).

Actuedly, in most appUcations they only deed with free boxes. Nevertheless,
semi-free ones seem unavoidable in the reduction edgorithm described in Section 6,
especiedly when we study tame boxes.
4. Boxes, bimodules and algebras. Let A be a category, U be an Abimodule. Define the new category EI(U) of elements of the bimodule U (or matrices over U) as foUows:
.ObEI(U) = LUiOb3ddAU04,A).
• A morphism from u G U(A, A) to u' G U(A/, A') is a morphism a G A{A, A')
such that an = u'a (both elements are from U(A, A')).
This category is fuUy eidditive. The zero dements 0 G U(A, A) form a fuUy additive subcategory Elo(U). If the category A is skeleted, each zero element decomposes uniquely into a direct sum of indecomposable zero elements, which belong
to U(A, A), where A G Ob A.
We call a category A locallyfinitedimensional if aU morphism speices A(A, B)
eure finite dimensional emd for every object A the set {B | A(A,B) ^ 0 or
A(B, A) ^ 0} is finite. A skeletal locally finite dimensioned category is cedled
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6asic. For every locedly finite dimensional category A there is a unique basic category AQ such that add A ~ add AQ. Therefore, in the representation theory of
locedly finite dimensional categories we may restrict ourselves by basic ones. A
bimodule U over a category A is caUed locally finite dimensional if edl speices
U(A, B) are finite dimensional and for every object A the set {B | U(A,B) ^ 0
or U(B,A)^0} is finite.
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that the field k is algebraically closed. Let U 6e a
locally finite dimensional bimodule over a locally finite dimensional category C.
There is a free triangular locallyfinitelygenerated 6oi2l such that EI(U) m rep(2l).
PROOF. Without loss of generality we suppose C basic. Then the set R = raA C
of edl noninvertible morphisms is an ideal of C called its radical. Moreover, it is
easy to check that H^Li Rn == 0. For every nonzero morphism c G C set i/(c) =
max{n | c G R n }. Define sub-bimodules Un setting UQ = U, U n+ i = RU„ + U„R,
and set, for every nonzero tt G U, i/(u) = meix{n | u G Un} (agedn flSwi ^n = 0).
For each two objects A, B and each n > 0 choose a basis (£°(A,B) of R n (A,B)
modulo R n+1 (A, B) and a basis €ln{A, B) of U„(A, B) modulo U„ + i(A, B). Then

<B0{A,B) = L K L i ^ ^ B ) and (S^A.B) = L C L X ( ^ ) *** b a s e s

res ec

P -

tively of R(A,B) and U(A,B). Consider the dual spaces R(A,B) and U(A,B)
with bases d1iA,B) and ^ ( A ^ ) dual respectively to €0 (A,B) and (S^^.B).
For / G 5'(A, B) (i = 0,1) set !/(/) = t/(e), where e is the element from C 1 - ' dued
to / . Let a G ^(A, B), b G &{C, A), where (i, j) is (0,0), or (0,1), or (1,0), and
k = i + j . Then the elements A(a, 6, c) for c G (£fe(G, B) are uniquely determined
such that
(1)
a6=
Y, •Ma)&iC)ccec^c.B)
For elements a' G S ^ ^ . B ) , 6' G ^ ' ( G , A), d G t~kiC,B) dual respectively
to a, b, c set X{a',b',cf) = A(a,fe,c).
Consider the free normed box 21 with the set of vertices Ob C, the soUd (dotted)
arrows from A to B being S ^ ^ B ) (respectively ^(A.B) ) and the differential:
9o =

E (
E
X{b,v,a)bvY
X{v,b,a)vbj
C 6€50(C,B),ve51(A,C)
bz3°(A,C),veSl{C,B)
foraGSV.B),

dv = Yl
C

E

\{u,w,v)u®w

for uG5 1 (A,B).

uZ3l(C,B),w£Zl(A,C)

One cem easily check that 21 is triangular with respect to the function v defined
above, representations of 21 eire in a natured one-to-one correspondence with the
objects from EI(U) emd their morphisms eure in one-to-one correspondence with
the morphisms from EI(U).
•
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It is often useful to consider an A-B-bimodule U as an (A x B)-bimodule setting
U((A,B), (A',B')) = U(A,B'). Then we cedl U a bipartite bimodule. In particular, every A-bimodule {e.g. every ideal of the category A) can be considered as a
bipeurtite (A x A)-bimodule. Such bimodules eure especiedly used in relation with
the foUowing result.
THEOREM 4.2. Let A be a locallyfinitedimensional category, R = rad A considered as bipartite A x A-bimodule. There is a functor Cok: EI(R) -> rep(A) with
the following properties:
• Cok is full and dense.
• The set Ker Cok = {u G ind(R) | Coku = 0} only consists of some zero
elements.
• The restriction of Cok onto the full subcategory Er(R) consisting of the
objects that have no direct summands from Ker Cok maps nonisomorphic
objects to nonisomorphic ones.
They often say that the restriction of Cok onto E\*{R) is a representation equivedence.
PROOF. We suppose the category A basic emd identify add A with the category
dued to that of finitely generated left projective A-modules. Then R(P 0 ,Q 0 ) can
be identified with HomA(Q, PB). For every finite A-module Af there is a minimal
projective presentation, i.e., a short exact sequence Q - ^ P —> M —> 0 with
lm(p Ç RP, Keiip Ç RQ. We can consider ^ as an element from R(P 0 ,Q 0 ).
Moreover, einy two minimed projective presentations give isomorphic elements
from EI(R). Conversely, iî(pG R(P 0 ,Q 0 ), we can consider it as a homomorphism
Q -¥ RP; thus, setting Cokip = Cokenp, we get a fuU emd dense functor EI(R) ->
rep(A). Note that if the condition Kerip Ç RQ does not hold, one cem decompose
Q = Qo@Qi so that Qo Ç Ker y) emd Ker^flQi Ç RQi. Therefore, as an element
from EI(R), (p decomposes as v'oŒVi, where ipi eurises from a minimed projective
presentation of Cok tp while tpo is a zero morphism Qo -* 0.
•
We denote by ÎHA the box corresponding to the bipartite A x A-bimodule R
via Theorem 4.1 and by the same symbol Cok the functor rep(9llA) -¥ rep(A) that
is the composition of the equivalence rep(9lA) ^ EI(R) emd the functor Cok from
Theorem 4.2. We edso denote by rep*(9lA) the image in rep^A) of Er(R); thus,
the restriction of Cok onto rep'^A) is a representation equivalence. Note that
EI*(R) consists of edl representations that have no zero direct summands from
R(A,0) (A G Ob A).
5. Representation types. From now on we suppose the field k algebraically
closed, though in the definition of representation finite type it is not necessary emd
in the definition of representation discrete type we only need that k be infinite.
Moreover, we suppose that all boxes are locallyfinitelygenerated.
Let a = (A, V) be a skeleted box. We say that it is nepresentafion (locally)
finite if there is a set STl Ç rep(2l) of its indecomposable representations such
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that addOT = rep(a) and for every object A G Ob A the set OT^ = {M G 9JI |
MA ^ 0} is finite. If 21 is finitely generated, it just meems that the set tfft is finite.
(We usuedly omit the word "locedly" and say that S8 is representation finite.)
We say that 21 is representation discrete if there is a set 9JI C rep(2t) such that
add 971 = rep(2l) emd for each vector dimension d the set {M G SDt | d i m M = d}
is finite.
Note that if the category rep(2l) is fully additive (hence, KruU-Schmidt), one
cem always tedce for 971 the set ind(2l) of edl nonisomorphic indecomposable representations.
A deep and difficult theorem proved in [2], [3] cledms that for finite dimensional algebras over em algebredcally closed (hence, over an infinite perfect) field
representation discrete impUes representation finite (it had been known before
as the Second Brauer-Thredl conjecture). On the other hemd, the free category
defined by the graph
> A-i —> AQ —> Ai —> A2 —> • • •
is representation discrete but not finite. A problem remedns whether a finite
free box (i.e., with finite bigraph) is representation discrete if and only if it is
representation finite.
The foUowing result foUows evidently from CoroUary 3.2.
COROLLARY 5.1. If a free box a is representation discrete, its Tits form Qa
is weakly positive, i.e., Qa(d) > 0 for each nonzero vector d with nonnegative
entries.

A representation M G rep(2l, R) is sedd to be strict if, for emy finite dimensional
representations iV, N' of the algebra R,
• if M ® R AT ~ M ® R JV', then N ~ JV';
• if JV is indecomposable, so is also M ® R JV.
Figuratively, it meeins that the classification of representations of the box 21
"contains" that of algebra R. They often say that the functor M ® R .: rep(R) ->
rep(2l) is a representation embedding.
E X A M P L E 5.2. Let a: A -+ A be a minimed loop of a semi-free box 21 such
that there eire no marked loops b:A -* A, b ^ a. The foUowing representation
Ja G rep(2l,R), where R = k[t,&,(*) _1 ], is strict:

J a ( A ) = R,
Q

J (a) = t,

Jo(B) = 0
a

J {b) = 0

ifB^A,
ifb^a

(here t is identified with the multiplication by t in R ) . We denote by .7£(A) the
representation J 0 ® R R / ( t - A ) n , where ga{X) ^ 0. AU of them are indecomposable
emd peiirwise nonisomorphic. In peurticuleir, if there is a minimed loop in a semifree box, it is representation strongly infinite, i.e., the set of vector dimensions
d: Ob A —> N such that indd(2t) is infinite is infinite itself.
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A box 21 is called (representation) wild if, for emy finitely generated algebra
R, there is a strict representation M G rep(2l,R). The foUowing easy (and weU
known, cf. [17], [10], [12]) results show that to prove the wUdness it is enough to
construct a strict representation over one test algebra.
PROPOSITION 5.3. Suppose that an algebra Ro is wild and there is a strict
representation of a box 21 over Ro. TTien 21 is also wild.
5.4. A 6oi2l is wild if and only if there is a strict representation
M G rep(2l,Ro), where Ro is one of the following algebras:
COROLLARY

k(x, y), the free algebra in 2 generators;
k[x, y], the polynomial algebra in 2 variables;
^ e power series algebra in 2 variables;
k[x,y]/{x2,y3,xy2);
kF2 or kFj, where Fj is the quiver:

Mfoy]])

aQA^B;
kFs or kFl?,

where F5 is the quiver:
A0
A2

A*

A rational algebra is, by definition, em edgebra of the form R = k[t,5(t) -1 ],
where g{t) is a nonzero polynomied. A strict representation M of a box 21 over
such em edgebra is cedled a rational family of its representations. They say that the
representations M ® R B , where L G ind(R), belong to the rational family M. (Note
that emy indecomposable representation of a rational algebra R = k[t, / ( t ) - 1 ] is
of the form Jm(A) = R/(t - A)m, where /(A) ^ 0.)
Suppose that a box S is skeleted. We cedl it (representation) tame if there is a
set 971 of its representations such that:
• each M G 97t is a strict representation of 21 of finite rank over a rationed
algebra RAJ (it may depend on M);
• for each vector dimension d: Ob A -> N there is only finitely many M G 971
with dim M = d;
• for each vector dimension d almost edl representations from indd 21 (i.e., edl
but a finite number of them) eure isomorphic to M ® R M JV for some M G 971
eind some finite dimensioned representation JV of KMSuch a set 971 is caUed a parametrizing set of representations of the box 21. We
denote by |97l| the set {M ®R M JV | M G 971, JV G ind(RM)}. Note that the set
971 may be empty; thus edl representation discrete boxes eure by definition edso
tame.
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Let 971 run through all possible pareunetrizing sets emd ^ a ( d ) be the minimum
number of elements in the set {M G 971 j dim M = d } . CaU a tame box 21
bounded if there is a constant G such that /ia(d) < G for edl d and unbounded
otherwise.
If a box 21 = (A, V) is teune, then for every dimension d: Ob A -^ N of its
finite dimensional representations there is a constructible subset 9 ^ Q '•epd(2l) of
dimension at most |d| = SAgObA^C-^) s u c ^ t ^ a t ^ intersects edl isomorphism
classes from repd(2l). Some easy geometrical considerations imply the foUowing
result [11].
PROPOSITION

5.5. Neither skeletal box can be both tame and wild.

Agedn, CoroUeiry 3.2 together with some elementeiry geometriced observations
{cf. [11]) implies the following result.
COROLLARY 5.6. If a semi-free box 21 is tame, its Tits form Qa is weakly
nonnegative, i.e., Qa(d) > 0 for every vector d with nonnegative entries.
The relation between the representations of a locally finite dimensioned category C emd the box 91c corresponding to the bipartite C x C-bimodule R = rad C
{cf. Section 4) implies the following:
COROLLARY 5.7. The representation type of a locally finite dimensional category C coincides with that of the box 9lc.
Let R = k[t,5(t)~ 1 ] be a rational edgebra emd 21 = (A,V) be a skeleted box
with a generating set (5 of morphisms from A (for instemce, 21 is semi-free emd (5
is a set of its soUd eirrows). A representation M G rep(2l, R ) is said to be iinear if
a basis can be chosen in each MA (it is a free R-module) such that edl entries of
matrices corresponding to the homomorphisms Ma {a G (5) with respect to these
bases eure linear polynomieds in t. We shall see later that each teune semi-free box
or tame locedly finite dimensioned category has a parametrizing family consisting
of linear representations.
6. Reduction edgorithm. Theorem 2.1 and especiedly CoroUary 2.2 are
used for the so-called "reduction algorithm." The existence of this edgorithm is
the medn advantage of boxes in the representation theory.
Suppose that 21 = (A, V) is a semi-free triangular box with a semi-free triemgular set of generators E = So U Ei with respect to a function t/: S —^ N. Let
a: A —> B be an element from EQ with the smallest vedue of ^(a). There are three
possibilities:
(1) da T^ 0; then da is just a lineeir combination of elements from E i : 9a =
Z)i ^ivi> where Ai G k, r^ G Ei emd u{vi) < i/(a). If Aj ^ 0, we cem repleice
Vj by da getting a new triemgular semi-free set of generators that contains
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da. In this case we call a a superfluous arrow and always suppose that
ôaGEi.3
(2) da = Q and A ^ B. Then we caU a a minimai edge.
(3) 9a = 0 emd A = B. Then we cedl a a minimai loop.
Certainly, these notions depend on the chosen set of generators and the function
v. We often caU a a superfluous arrow, or a minimal edge, or a minimal loop if
there is a set of generators containing a and a function v such that a is so with
respect to this set and this function.
The foUowing result expleuns the term "superfluous."
THEOREM 6.1 {cf. [18], [12], [6]). Let a be a superfluous arrow, B = A/(a)
ond F: A -> B be the natural projection. Then:
(1) F*: Rep(2t, C) -> Rep^^, C) is an equivalence for any category C.
(2) The box %? is again semi-free (free if so is Qi) triangular.
(3) The bigraph of the boxVLF can be obtainedfromthat of the box 01 by deleting
the solid arrow a and the dotted arrow da.
(4) The differential of the box 2l F can be obtained from that of the box 21 by
omitting all terms containing a or da.
(5) If Ma F*N and MA ^ 0, MB ^ 0, then Qâ(dim JV) < Qâ(dimM).
Suppose now that a is a minimal edge and there eure no marked loops in
A(A, A) U A(B, B). Consider the subcategory A' Ç A consisting of two objects
A, B and one arrow a. Denote by B' the trivial category with three objects Ao,
Bo, AB and consider the functor F': A' -> add B' that maps A •-• Ao © AB,
B H» Bo © AB and a i-4 ( ° J ) : Ao ® AB-4 Bo © AB. We often write Ai or Bi
for AB.
6.2. The category B = add(AUA B') is equivalent to addB,
where B is again a semi-free (free if so is A) category.
PROPOSITION

PROOF. The category B can be defined up to equivedence as a fuUy additive
category with the foUowing universed property:
• There is a commutative diagram

(2)

A' - ^ add B'
em J. ^ Bj.

AÂ

B,

where em is the embedding, such that for any pair of functors G: A -+ C,
H': B' -* C, where C is fully additive and G • em = H'E, there is a unique
functor B : B ->• C such that G = HF and H' = HE.
3
In [18], [12] they call such sm arrow nonregular, but the word "superfluous" seems more
appropriate to the situation.
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Consider the semi-free category B emd the functors F : A -> add B, E: add B' -¥
add B defined as foUows:
• Ob B = (Ob A \ {A, B}) U {Ao, Bo, AB}.
• The set of eurrows of B consists of:
- the arrows b:C -t D from A such that {G, D} n {A, B} = 0;
- for each arrow 6: G -> B (or B -> G), where G G {A, B}, D <£ {A, B},
two eirrows bo-Co -^ D and bi:Ci -* D (respectively bo'.D -* Co and
bi:D-*Ci);
- for any arrow 6: G -> B, where G, B G {A, B} and bj^a, four eurows

bij:Cj^Di{i,j

= 0,l).

• The marking polynomials for loops in B are the seune as in A. (Here we use
the assumption that there eure no meurked loops at A and B).
• B is induced by the natural embedding B' -+ B.
• F(A) = Ao © AB, F(B) = Bo © AB, F(G) = G if G ^ {A, B}.
• F(a) = (o °), while F(6) for an arrow b ^ a, b:C -* D, is defined as
foUows:
- if {G, D] n {A, B} = 0, then F{b) = b;
- if G G {A,B}, B ^ {A,B} (or D G {A,B}, C £ {A,B}), then
F(6) = {bobi) (respectively F(6) = ( £ ) );
- if G, B G {A, B}, then F(6) = ( ^ ^ ).
Obviously, the diagram
A' - ^ add B'

«">!
A A

Bi
addB

commutes and has the seune universed property as the diagram (2). Hence, B ~
add B.
•
Evidently, every functor M: A' -+ Vec can be factored through F'. Neimely, if
Mo = Ker Ma, Mi is a complement of Mo in MA emd M2 is a complement of
ImMa in MB, then M =2 JVF', where JVAo = Mo, JVBo = Mz, JVAB = Mi.
Therefore, Corolleuy 2.2 impUes the first cledm of the foUowing theorem.
THEOREM 6.3. In the above situation
(1) F*: Rep(2lF) -^ Rep(2l) is an equivalence.
(2) The box 21^ is equivalent to add 03, where 53 = (B, W) is again a semi-free
(free is so is 01) triangular box.
We denote by F the induced equivalence Rep(!8) -* Rep(2l).
(3) If M-FN
and MA ^ 0, MB ^ 0, then Q^dimJV) < Q3(dimM).
PROOF. Certednly, we can teike for W the restriction onto B of the coedgebra
V = (add B) F ®A V ®A F (addB). We only have to show that the box !8 is
F
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indeed semi-free triemgular. For every element v G V(G,B), consider the matrix
presentation of Fv with respect to the decomposition of FG emd F B into a
direct sum of objects from B. If v runs through a set of generators of V, the
matrix elements of such presentations form a set of generators of W. We teike the
natured set of generators of V consisting of the dotted eirrows from S and of the
elements uc {C G Ob A). There eure the foUowing possibiUties for w: G • • •> B:
(1) {C,D} n {A,B} = 0. Then Fv.C -+ D coincides with its own matrix
presentation emd we denote it by the seune letter v.
(2) G G {A,B}, B £ {A,B} (or B G {A,B}, G $ {A,B}). Then the matrix
presentation of Fv is ( vo vi ) with UQ: Go • • •> B, wi : Gi • • •> B (respectively
g with

v0:C--->Do,vi.C-->Di).

(3) G,B G {A,B} but v ^ wc- Then the matrix presentation of Fu is

(ÎSS ffi). where V y:G i ...>B j .
(4) v = LJA oi v = IOB- Then we denote its matrix presentation by (f00 f01 ),
respectively by ( g J J ) .
The relations for these generators of W eure just the corollaries of those from V,
which are only
(3)
wDb -bjjc = db,
where b runs through the soUd arrows from S, 6: G -> B. Therefore, there eure no
relations at all for the matrix elements originated from the dotted arrows from
E. For 6 = a the relation (3) becomes
(VOQVOI\(OQ\_(0

UioWVOlJ

0\(Ç0O

ÇOI\

UuUio6i/'

that is rjoi = 6o = 0, rjn = ^u. Note that SUA = 1A impUes eÇu = IAU e&j = 0
if i ^ j and the seune is vaUd for 7/. Denote T/IO = v, Çoi = ^, &)0 = UAoi
7/oo = WB0, Çn = qn = UJAB. Moreover, the matrix equality pfaj) = ( ^ ) ® (&.,)
means that PUA0 = WAO ® WAo. P^AB = WAB ® WAB, / ^ = UA0Î + &AB, and
P-iVij ) = iVij ) ® iVij ) means that pwB0 = UB0 ® UB0 , W = "ABV + V^B0 - Hence,
w is a normed section, so 93 is a normed box. As there are no relations for ^ and
rj, the kernel W of this box is free as B-bimodule with a set of free generators
consisting of the matrix elements originated from the dotted arrows from E and
the elements ^, 77. Moreover, d£ = dr) = 0.
If 6: C -»• B and {G, B} n {A, B} = 0, the relation (3) remedns unaltered for
the corresponding elements from B. If 6: A -> B, B ^ {A,B}, it becomes

-Dibobi) =

{bobi){^J)

or iJobo = boUA0, uobi = biWAB + boÇ, i.e., dbo = 0, dbi = 6o^- Just in the
same way one can calculate the differentials of the other solid arrows from B.
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For instance, if 6:B -^ A, then c^u = 0, dboi = -Ç611, 96io = bnJ], dboo =
fcoi»? - ^ioOn the other hand, the equations p{Fv) = Fu ® wc + w^Fu + d{Fv) give
the vedues of dw for the matrix components w of Fv. For instance, if u: G • • •> B,
we get âuo = 0, 9ui = TJUO, etc. These calculations imply immediately that the
constructed set of generators of the box 95 is triangular.
•
Suppose now that a: A -^ A is a minimal loop emd there is no marked loop
c 5^ a in A(A,A). Let JE be a finite subset of k emd n be a positive integer.
Denote by A' the subcategory of A with the unique object A and the algebra
of morphisms k[a, ga{a)~1]. Consider the minimed category B' with the set of
objects {Ao, Amx j 1 < m < n, A G 3t} and the unique loop OQ: Ao -> Ao with the
marking polynomial &.„(*) = ga{t) l[X€X{t - A). Define the functor F': A' -^ B'
setting F'(A) = Ao © (® m , A mA mA ), F » = {a00 ° ) , where the matrix J is a
direct sum of Jordan cells
/A 1 0 ... 0 0 \
' 0 A 1 ... 0 0 '

JmW =

(m x m matrix).

. 0 0 0 ... A 1
\ 0 0 0 ... 0 A/

For any linear mapping <p:V-*Vofa finite dimensioned vector space V, one
cem consider the Fitting decomposition V = Vo®Vi such that both VQ and Vi
eure invariant under y>, the restriction <p\vo has no eigenvalues from X and the
minimed polynomied of the restriction ^|vi is of the form flAe^* "" ^)
^,e*
M: A -• vec be a functor. Then the restriction of M onto A' cem be factored
through F ' if and only if fcA(Ma) < n for edl A G J£. In particular, it is the case
if dim MA < n.
Now the calculations quite emedogous (though more cumbersome) to those
used in the proofe of Proposition 6.2 and Theorem 6.3 give the foUowing result.
THEOREM 6.4. In the above situation, there is a functor F:A-¥ add B, where
B is a semi-free category such that:
(1) The functor F* : rep(S F ) -+ rep(2l) induces on equivalence between rep(21 )
ond the full subcategory of rep(2l) consisting of all representation M such
that kx{Ma) < n for all X G X. Especially, the image of F* contains all
representation M vnth dim MA < n.
(2) The box 2l F is equivalent to add 03, where 03 = (B, W) is again a semi-free
triangular box.
We denote by F the induced functor rep(5S) -> rep(2l).
(3) If M a FN and Ma has an eigenvalue from X, then QjJKdimJV) <

Qâ(dimM).
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Note that in this case the box S is no more free even if so was the box 21.
ActuaUy, it was the reason why semi-free boxes were introduced in [12].4
One more variemt of reduction occurs in studying coverings {cf. Section 10)
and deeds with minima/ iines. By definition, a minimai iine L in a semi-free box
2t = (A, V) is a set of pedrwise different vertices {An | n G Z} and of arrows
{an: An -+ An+i) with ôa„ = 0 for edl n. Denote by M m n (m, n G Z, m < n) the
foUowing functor L -> vec:

Mm n A - /

k

'àA =

Ak,m<k<n,

\ 0 otherwise;
M m n a = ( 1 i f o = Ofc, TO<A:<n,
10 otherwise.

Fix an integer r. Let B' be the trivial category with the set of objects {B m n j
|m - n| < r} and F': L -> add B' be the functor such that:
• F Afc = *Bm<k<n,\m-n\<r Bmn,
• with respect to this decomposition, F'afc: © m <fc <n Bm<n/ ->
©m'<fe+i<n' -^m'n' is the matrix with the entries
n

, , _ / 1 if m = m', n = n'
10 otherwise.

The same observations as before give the foUowing result [14].
THEOREM Q.h. LetLbe a minimal line in a semi-free box 21 such that there
are no marked loops at the objects An belonging to this line. There is a functor
F: A -* add B, where B is a semi-free category, such that:
(1) The functor F*:Rep(2lF) -> Rep(2l) induces on equivalence between
Rep(2l ) and the full subcategory of Rep(2l) consisting of all representation M such that the restriction of M onto L decomposes into a direct sum
of representations M m n with |m - nj < r.
(2) The box 2l F is equivalent to add 03, where 23 = (B, W) is again a semi-free
triangular box.
We denote by F the induced functor Rep(Q3) -> Rep(2l).
(3) If M ~ FN and MAn £ 0, MA n + 1 ^ 0 for some n, then Q^dimJV) <
Qâ(dimM).
The foUowing immediate observation is sometimes useful.
PROPOSITION 6.6. Let F be one of the functors from Theorems 6.1, 6.3, 6.4
or 6.5, M be a linear representation o/53 over a rational algebra R. Then FM
is a linear representation of 21 ouer R.
4
Their definition in [12] was a bit different and more complicated. The present one is a
combination of [12] and [6].
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7. Finite type. The first appUcation of the reduction algorithm is that to
the representation discrete boxes. The foUowing result was proved in [18] (it haâ
been known before as the First Brauer-Thrall conjecture).
THEOREM 7.1. Suppose that a semi-free triangular box 01 is not representation
discrete.5
(1) 21 is representation strongly infinite.
(2) 21 has an indecomposable infinite dimensional representation with finite support.
PROOF. Let the set indd (21) be infinite for some vector dimension d. We prove
the theorem using the induction on g = Qâ(d). Obviously, one cem suppose that
this vector dimension is sincere, i.e., d(A) ^ 0 for eeich object A (especiedly, 21
only has finitely memy objects). If g = 0, there eure no soUd eurows at edl, i.e., the
box is so-triviad emd has finitely many representations of any vector dimension.
Thus, the claim is true for 9 = 0. Suppose that it is true for each semi-free box
05 and eajàa. vector dimension c such that Q^(c) < q. If q > Q, there are soUd
arrows, hence, there is either a superfluous eurrow, or a minimal edge, or a minimal
loop a: A -^ A. In the latter case the box is representation strongly infinite {cf.
Example 5.2). Moreover, we can define an indecomposable infinite dimensioned
representation JQO setting
JooA = k(t), JooB = 0 if B ^ A,
Jooa is the multiplication by t, Joob = 0 if 6 7^ a.
If a: A -^ B is a minimal edge, consider the functor F from Theorem 6.3.
For any representation M G indd(2l) there is a representation JV G indd(05)
such that M a FN. Set c = dimJV. There is finitely many possibiUties for c,
therefore, there is at least one such dimension with infinite set i n d c ^ ) . Since
Q-(c) < q, the box *8, hence also 21, is representation strongly infinite and has
an indecomposable infinite dimensional representation. Just the same observation
works for a superfluous eurow (use Theorem 6.1).
•
COROLLARY 7.2. If the Tits form of a semi-free triangular boxOL is not weakly
positive, the box 21 is represenfotion strongly infinite.
Theorem 7.1 and CoroUary 5.7 immediately imply the foUowing result.
COROLLARY 7.3. If a locallyfinitedimensional category is not representation
discrete, it is representation strongly infinite and has an infinite dimensional
representation with finite support.
THEOREM 7.4. Suppose that a semi-free triangular box 21 is representation
(locally) finite. Then every representation M G Rep(2l) with a finite support is a
direct sum affinité dimensional representations.
5

As we have already seen, a representation discrete semi-free box is actually free.
It follows from [2], [3] that one can replace here "representation discrete" by "representation
finite."
6
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PROOF. Obviously, we may suppose that 21 only has finitely memy objects,
hence, finitely memy indecomposable finite dimensioned representations. Then
we cem just foUow the proof of Theorem 7.1 using the induction on q =
max{Qâ(dimJV) | JV G ind(2l)}.
.
COROLLARY 7.5. Suppose that a locallyfinitedimensional category C is representation (locally) finite. Then every representation M G Rep(C) with a finite
support is a direct sum affinité dimensional representations.
8. Teune and wild type.
THEOREM 8.1 (TAME-WILD DICHOTOMY, cf. [12]). If a semi-free triangular
box is not wild, it is tame. Moreover, it has a parametrizing set consisting of
linear representations.7
PROOF. We shedl prove that if 21 = (A, V) is not wUd, then for every dimension
d: Ob A -> N there is a finite set £Dtd such that
• eeich M G SDÎd is a strict linear representation of 21 of vector dimension
dM < d over a rational edgebra RM (it may depend on M);
• if d' < d, almost edl representations from indd'21 (i-e., edl but a finite
number of them) are isomorphic to M ® R M JV for some M G SDîd and some
finite dimensional representation JV of R M ;
• if d < c then SDtd Q SRcCertednly, then one cem put SDÎ = Ud ^ d We suppose d sincere emd use induction onq = Qâ(d). Agedn the case q = 0is
trivial, so we may suppose that q>0 and the claim is true for aU boxes 33 and aU
dimensions of their representations c with Qâfc) Kq.Jf there is a minimed edge
or a superfluous eurrow in 21, the proof just repeats that of Theorem 7.1 (using
Proposition 6.6 for linearity). Hence, we may suppose that there eure neither
minimed edges nor superfluous eirrows in 21, only minimal loops. Note that if
there is a minimal loop a:A-+ A and a soUd arrow 6: A -> B orfc:B -> A with
db = 0, the box 21 is wUd due to CoroUeiry 5.4. If every soUd arrow from 21 is a
minimed loop, set SDÎ = {J" ( a is a minimal loop}, where Ja has been deflned in
Exeunple 5.2. Evidently, |9Jl| = md(2l) and edl representations Ja are Unear.
If there are soUd arrows that eure not minimal loops, the triemguleurity impUes
that there is one of them, say 6: A -)• B, such that db only contains minimed loops
(emd dotted arrows). First suppose that there is a (unique) minima.] loop a:A-¥ A
and no minimal loops c: S -^ B (or vice versa). Then db = J2i=i u,/i(a) for some
dotted arrows u* emd some nonzero polynomials fi{t), and, choosing a new set of
generators, we may suppose that fc = 1, i.e., db = vf{a). Use Theorem 6.4 for
the set 3£ = {A G k | /(A) = 0} and n = d(A). Note that indd(2l) = 9 1 ^ «R2,
where 9li consists of representations JV such that JVA has eigenvalues from X
7

The latter property was first noticed in [16], though it easily follows from the reduction
algorithm.
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emd 5H2 of edl other representations. Theorem 6.4 emd the induction conjecture
impUes that almost edl representations from 91j cem be obtedned from a finite
set of strict Unear representation over rationed edgebras. AU representations from
912 are isomorphic to G'JV, where G:A -> A[/(a)" 1 ]. The box 2lG is also semifree with the seune sets of objects emd eirrows, but the arrowfcis superfluous in
21°. Hence, we cem use agedn the induction hypothesis emd claim that almost edl
representations from 9^2 (thus almost edl representations from indd (21)) can be
obtained from a finite set of strict linear representations over rational edgebras.
Suppose now that there is both a minimal loop a G A(A, A) and a minimal loop
c G A(B) B), both unique since 21 is not wUd (perhaps A = B, then a = c). We
consider V(A, B) as k[x, y]-bimodule: for u G V(A, B) and f{x, y) = X)y AyxV
set f{x,y)v = ^ Aij-cW. Then db = Y^kM1^)^
for some dotted arrows
Vk'-A-- ->B). Let d{x,y) be the greatest common divisor of edl fk{x,y). There
are polynomieds gkix,y) and h{x) such that h{x)d{x,y) = J2k9k{x,y)fk{x,y)Using Theorem 6.4 for the loop a and the set JE = {A G k | h{X) = 0}, we are
able to reduce the situation, just as in the preceding paragraph, to the case when
h{a) is invertible. Then, changing the set of dotted arrows, we cem suppose that
db = d{x, y)v for some dotted arrow u. If d{x, y) = l,bis superfluous, so we cem
use the inductive procedure. Otherwise the foUowing lemma eiccomplishes the
proof.
LEMMA 8.2. Let 2(ofceo triangular semi-free box with the bigraph
V

"C^CI^O^

or

6

-CO6

such that da = 0, dc = 0 and b is not superfluous. Then 2to is wild.
The proof of this lemma is just em expUcit construction of strict representations
of the given boxes over the wUd algebra kTs from CoroUary 5.4. For instance, if
2lo is free with the first of the given bigraphs and 9fc = ua — cu (it is a typical
case), a strict representation M from rep(2lo,kr5) can be defined as foUows. We
denote by Pj the indecomposable projective module corresponding to the vertex
Ai of the graph Fs, identify the eurows aj with homomorphisms Po -»• P») and
set:
MA = 9Po,
5

MB = 0 ( 2 i - IJPi,
t=i

Ma = Jg,
5

Mc = 0J 2 i _i,
t=i
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(ai

Mfc =

0...0\

0 0 . .. 0
02 0 . .. 0
0 0 . .. 0
0 0 . .. 0
0 0 . .. 0
03 0 . . 0
0 0. .0
0 0 . .0
0 0. .0
0 0. .0
0 0. . 0
04 0 . . 0
0 0.. . 0
0 0... 0
0 0...0

0 0... 0
0 0 ... 0
0 0 ... 0
0 0... 0
05 0 ... 0
0 0 ... 0
0 0 ... 0
0 0 ... 0
\ 0 0... 0

J

where J n denotes the m x m nilpotent Jordem cell
COROLLARY 8.3. If a locallyfinitedimensional category is not wild, it is tame
and has a parametrizing family that consists of linear representations.
COROLLARY 8.4. / / the Tits form of a semi-free triangular box is not weakly
nonnegative, this box is wild.
REMARK 8.5. One can easily seefromthe proof of Theorem 8.1 that if a semifree triemguleur box 2t is wUd, it has a strict representation over any free algebra
k(xi, X2,..., xm) that is also iinear, i.e., edl entries of matrices corresponding to
the homomorphisms Ma (a runs through soUd arrows) with respect to some bases
chosen in aU modules MA (which are free [1, Chapter IV, Section 5]) are linear
in xi, X2,..., x n . The seime is true for locaUy finite dimensional categories.8

Indeed, the proof of Theorem 8.1 edso gives the foUowing results that eure
sometimes useful.
PROPOSITION 8.6. Suppose that a semi-free triangular box 21 is not wild, a is
a minimal loop from 21 ond d is o vector dimension of representations of 21.
It was also first observed in [15].
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(1) There is a finite subset XÇk such that, for each M G indd (21), M ^ J£(A),
the set of eigenvalues of Ma is contained in X.
(2) There is a morphism $:2l -> addT, where % is a so-minimal box, such that
the functor $ ' : rep(T) -¥ rep(2l) is full and faithful and its image contains
all representations of dimensions d' < d.
9. Generic modules. Let a = (A, V) be a normal box, M G Rep(2l) and £ =
Homa(M, M). For each object A G Ob A emd each element a G 5, a{wA) is an endomorphism of the vector space MA and aP{wA) = 0!(w/i)/3(a;yi). Hence, we cem
consider MA as 5-module setting au = a{u>A)u. Suppose that 21 is skeleted. They
say that M is of finite endolength if supp M isfiniteemd lengthy MA < oo for each
object A. Let fel(a) be the category of edl representations from Rep(2l) offiniteendolength. A representation M G fel(2l) is said to be generic if it is indecomposable
and infinite dimensional (i.e., dim MA = oo for at least one object A). We denote
by e-len M emd cedl the vector endolength of M the function Ob A -^ N mapping
A to length£(MA) and set e-len M = ^ > l 6 0 b A length £ (MA). Let gen(2l) denote
the set of isomorphism classes of edl generic representations of 21 emd gend(2l)
those of generic representations with vector endolength d. In particular, these
definitions eure vaUd if we consider a locaUy finite dimensioned category instead
of a box. Thus it contedns, in peirticular, representations of finite dimensional
algebras.
EXAMPLE 9.1. Let M be a strict representation of 21 over a rationed algebra
R. Denote by M m (t) the representation M ® R J m (f), where Jm{t) is the k(f)R-bimodule such that its underlying right k(t)-module is mk(t) and the left
multipUcation by t is given by the matrix
/t

1 0 ... 0 0\
0 f 1 ... 0 0

0 0 0 ... t 1
\ 0 0 0 ... 0 tJ
Then M m (t) is a generic representation of the box 21 with e-len M m = m dim M.
Moreover, its endomorphism edgebra f is a finite dimensional k(f)-edgebra.
If a box (or an algebra) is representation finite, it has no generic modules {cf.
CoroUeiry 7.5). Moreover, the following result can be obtedned just following the
proof of Theorem 7.1.
9.2. Ifa semi-free triangular box (or a locallyfinitedimensional
category) has a generic representation, it is representation strongly infinite.
PROPOSITION

The foUowing refined version of teune-wUd dichotomy was eictually proved in
[7] (though the original formulation was a bit different there).
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THEOREM 9.3. For o semi-free triangular box 01 = (A, V) the foUowing conditions are equivalent:
(1) 21 is not wild.

(2) a is tome.
(3) For each vector dimension d: Ob A -> N the set gend(2l) is finite.
(4) There is a parametrizing set £01 of representations of 01 such that every
generic representation N G gen(2t) is isomorphic to Mm{t) for some M G
OT.
Moreover, the representations from SDÎ confcechosen linear.
(1) ^ (2) is already known. (4) => (3) is trivial.
(3) =*• (1): Consider a strict representation M of a over k[x,y]. Denote by
JV(A) (A G k) the k(t)-k[x, y]-bimodule such that the underlying k(t)-module
is just k(i), x acts as multipUcation by A and y as multipUcation by t. Then
M ®k(x,»] JV(A) eu-e generic pairwise nonisomorphic representations of 21.
(1) =*- (4). Using induction on Qâ(d), we find finite sets of rationed famiUes
OTd such that
• d i m M < d for each M G OTd;
• every generic representation of vector endolength d' < d is isomorphic to
Mm{t) for some M G SDÎd;
• if d < c then 9Jld Ç 9Jlc.
Certainly, then one can put 971 = [Jd ^ d - The inductive procedure uses again the
reduction algorithm and is quite analogous to that of the proof of Theorem 8.1.
The medn new ingredient is to check that vector endolength behave during the
reduction in the same way as vector dimension. It foUows easUy from the fact that
if F: 21 -> add 33 is one of the morphisms of boxes described in Section 6 and FA =
Q i Bj, one cem arrange indices so that the image FUJA be a triangular matrix
with the diagonal entries UB{- Hence, if M = F'JV emd £ = Homa(M,M) ~
Homi8(JV, N), then length£(MA) = £ f lengthy (JVBj). We refer to [7] for details.
•
Theorem 9.3 together with the results from Section 4 implies immediately its
anedogue for edgebras [7].
PROOF.

COROLLARY 9.4. Let C be a locallyfinitedimensional category (for instance,
a finite dimensional algebra). The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) C is not wild.
(2) C is tome.
(3) For every n there is ordy finitely many generic C-modules of endolength n
(up to equivalence).
(4) There is a parametrizing set SDÎ of representations of C such that every
generic representation JV G gen (SX) is isomorphic to Mm{t) for some M G

m.
Moreover, the representationsfrom9JI confcechosen linear.
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10. Coverings. Let 21 = (A, V) be a box, G be a group. We say that G ocfs
on ^ if it acts on the sets of objects emd morphisms of A as weU as on the set of
elements of V so that
• if A, B G Ob A, a G A(A,B), v G V(A,B) and g G G, then^a G A{gA,gB),
gveV{gA,gB);
• g{ab) = {ga){gb), g{a + b) = ga + gb, g{Xa) = X{ga), where 5 G G, A G k
and a, b eure elements from Mor A or V such that the left peurts of the
corresponding equations eure defined;
• p{gv) = gp{v), where ^(ui ® U2) = {gui ® 5U2);
• e{gv) = ge{v).
If, moreover, A is skeleted emd gA^ A for each A G Ob A, g G G, g ^ 1, we say
that G acts freely on 21.
If G acts freely on a, the orfciffcoxG \ 21 = (G \ A, G \ V) is defined in the
foUowing way:
• Ob(G \ A) is the set of orbits of G on Ob A;
• (G\A)(GA, GB) = ©ff,/,eG A(ffA, /IB)/C/A, where C/A is the subspace generated by edl differences a — ^a (5 G G);
• (G \ V) = (GA, GB) ©g >h6G y{gA, hB)/Uy, where U\j is the subspace
generated by aU differences v - gv {g G G);
• (Ga)(Gfc) = (Gafc'), wherefc'is the unique element from Gfc such that its
teirget coincides with the source of a;
• e(Gu) = Ge{v);
• p{Gv) = G^(u).
Let H: 21 —> G \ 21 be the natured projection. It defines the inverse image
functor Rep(G \ 21, C) -¥ Rep(2l, C) for each category C. On the other hand, if
C is ewlditive, the direct image functor H,: rep(2l, C) -¥ rep(G \ 21, C) is induced
by the tensor product (G \ A) n ®A -. Moreover, if G is finite or C has infinite
direct sums, the functor H» is defined for all representations, not only finite. The
foUowing description of H and 11, is straightforward.
PROPOSITION 10.1. For every objects A, B from G \ A and for each representatives Ao G A, Bo G B,

(G \ A)(i, B) ~ 0 A(A, Bo) ^ 0 A(Ao, B);
AgÂ

S €B

(G \ V)(i,B) ~ 0 V(A,Bo) ^ 0 V(Ao,B);
AeÂ

B€B

(n.M)Â ~ 0 MA.
AeÂ

If a group G acts freely on a box 21 and 2t ~ G \2l, they say that 21 is a Galois
covering of 21 with Galois group G.
The construction from Section 4 immediately implies the following result.
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PROPOSITION 10.2. // o group G actsfreelyon a basic category C and 9îc w
the box corresponding to the radical ofC via Theorem 4-1, then G acts freely on
SHc ond toere is a natural equivalence G \ (9^) c^ WG\C) which commutes with
the functors Cok.

Any eiction of a group G on a box 21 induces an action of G on its representation categories: for emy M G Rep(2l, C) emd g E G, gM is the representation
such that {gM)A = M{g~1A). In general, this action is not free even if so is the
action of G on 21; nevertheless, it isfreeon the categories of finite representations
if G is torsion free.
For representation finite and sometimes for tame boxes there eure good relations
between the representations of a box and those of its Gedois coverings.
THEOREM 10.3. Let a group G actsfreelyon a semi-free triangular box 0L.
(1) 21 is representation locedlyfiniteif and only i/ so is 21 = G \ a .
(2) If these boxes are representation locallyfinite,G acts freely on rep(2l) and
the functor H, induces an equivalence G \ rep(2l) ~ rep(2l).
10.4 {cf. [4]). Let a group G acts freely on a locally finite dimensional category C.
(1) C is representofion locallyfiniteif and only i/ so is C = G \ C.
(2) If these categories are representation locallyfinite,G acts freely on rep(C)
ond the functor E, induces on eguivoience G \ rep(C) ~ rep(C).
COROLLARY

REMARK 10.5. If 21 is representation discrete, it may not be the case for 21.
The easiest example is the free category with the graph
^ A_i —> Ao —> Ai —> A2 —> • - and the obvious action of the group Z. The orbit category consists of one loop,
hence, is representation strongly infinite.
If 21 is tame, G \ 21 may not be so. The easiest example is perhaps that of
finite dimensioned category C = kF//, where F is the graph
Ql

Bi

Ci

aj

> t>2

di

Cx

—>

G2

and / is the ideal generated by the set
{diai — b2Ci,d2a2 —fciC2,fciai— d2Ci,fc2a2 — diC2},
with the evident free eiction of the group G of order 2. It is not difficult to check
that C is tame, but if char k = 2 the orbit category G \ C is wUd [16].
Nevertheless, the situation becomes much better if the group G is torsion free.
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THEOREM 10.6 {cf. [14]). Suppose that a torsion free group G acts freely on
a semi-free triangular box Oi.
(1) 21 is tome if and only i/ so is 55 = G \ 21.
(2) If these boxes are tame, then:
(a) ind(â) = indoUindi, where indo = n,(ind(2l)) ~ G \ rep(2l) ond
indi = |*n|, where 91 is o set of strict linear representations of 01 over
the algebra T = k^,* - 1 ]^
(b) Homa(M,M') C rad00(2l) if M G indo, M' G indi, or uice uerso, or
M, M' belong to different rational families from 91.
(c) // M ~ JV ®T B, M' ~ JV ®T L' for some N € 91 and L, V G
ind(T), then Homa(M,M') = 1 ® HoniT(B,B') 0 H, where H =
Homa(M,M / )nrad 0 0 (â).
Bere rad00 denotes the intersection of all powers of the radical of the category of representations.

10.7.9 Suppose that a torsionfreegroup G acts freely on a locally
finite dimensional category C.
(1) C is tame if and only if so is C = G\C.
(2) If these boxes are tame, then
(a) ind(C) = indoUindi, where indo = n,(ind(C)) ~ G \ rep(C) and
indi = \9l\, where 91 is a set of strict linear representations ofC over
the oi5efcroT = k[t,t- 1 ].
(b) Homc(M,M / ) C reid0o(C) if M G indo, M' G indi, or uice versa, or
M, M' belong to different rational families from 91.
(c) // M ~ JV ® T L, M' ^ JV ® T L' for some N G 91 and L, L' G
ind(T), taen Uom^M^M') = 1 ® Homxti, L') 0 H, where H =
Homc(M,M')nrad 00 (C).
COROLLARY

PROOF. The proofe of Theorems 10.3 emd 10.6 are based on the procedure
of "equivariant reduction". Namely, we find a solid arrow a of the box 21 that is
either superfluous, or a minimed edge, or a minimal loop. In the first two cases
one cein lift a to a set 5 of superfluous eurows, respectively minimal edges of the
box 21. Then we apply the corresponding step of the reduction edgorithm {cf.
Section 6) both to the arrow a and to edl arrows of the set 2. As the result,
we obtain a new box 93 with a free action of the seune group G emd functors
F: 21 -• add 93, F: 93 -> add «8, where S = G \ 93, such that F ^ A ) = ^(FA) and
both F emd F induce equivalences rep(93) ^ rep(2l), rep(95) ^ rep(2l) so that the
diagreim
rep(Q3) - ^ rep(2l)

n. [_
J, n.v
rep(93) - ^ rep(21)
Partial cases of this theorem were proved in [8], [9].
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is commutative. Therefore, we can proceed inductively as in the proofs of Sections 7 emd 8.
If a is a minimal loop, there eure two possibiUties: either a is lifted to 9 as a
set of minimed loops or as a set of minimai iines {cf. Section 6). In the former
case we again use equivariemt reduction emd induction, while in the latter case
the foUowing lemma works.
LEMMA 10.8. If the box 2t is not wild and a minimal loop a of 01 is lifted to
minimal lines, t/ten, for every indecomposable representation M G md(2l), eitaer
Ma is nilpotent or M ~ M' such that M'b = 0 for each arrowfc^ a.

The representations of the second kind belong to the rationed family Ja G
rep(2l, T). For those of the first kind we agedn use an equivariant reduction,
namely, apply Theorem 6.4 to the loop a (setting X = {0}) and Theorem 6.5 to
the minimed Unes that form the preimage of a.
The proof of Lemma 10.8 is the most intricate. Here we use a new class of
boxes cedled quasi-triangular. Roughly speaking, a box is quasi-triangular if it
becomes semi-free triemgular eifter making invertible the arrows of severed Unes
that become minimed eifter this procedure. Actuedly, in [14, Lemma 8.4] we prove
a generedization of Lemma 10.8 for a quasi-triangular box 21 using a generaUzed
version of reduction edgorithm to eurremge em equivariemt reduction (we refer to
[14] for technical details).
•
As we have already noticed, if G has elements of finite order, there is not a
simple relation between representations of 21 emd G \ 21. Nevertheless, there is
evidence that the foUowing result might hold.
CONJECTURE 10.9. Suppose that a group G, which has no elements of order
equed to char k, oefs freely on a semi-free triangular box 21.
(1) 21 is tame if and only t/ so is 21 = G \ 21.
(2) If these boxes are tame, then
(a) ind(2l) = indo Uindi, where indo coTisists of direct summands of images {n»M | M G ind(2l)} ond indi = |91|, where 91 is a set of strict
representations of 01 over the algebra T = k[t,t - 1 ].
(b) Homa(M,M') Ç reid 00 ^) if M G indo, M' G indi, or uice uerso, or
M, M' belong to different rational families from 91.
(c) // M ~ JV ® T L, M' ^ JV ® T L' for some N G 91 and L,L' G
ind(T), taen Homa(M,M') = 1 ® HomT(B,B') 0 H, where H =
Homa(M, M') D rad 00 (â).
The same is true for representations of locallyfinitedimensional categories.
(For instance, these properties always hold i/chark = 0.)
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ANTI-MORPHISME INVOLUTIF ET ALGÈBRES p-BANACH
HERMITIENNES
A. EL KINANI ET A. IFZARNE
Présenté par Ylastimil Dlab, FRSC

ABSTRACT.
We consider p-Banach algebras A endowed with an tavolutive anti-morphism x •-»• z*, t.e., a vector involution such that {xy)' =
x*y*, for every x,y 6 A. We show that if such algebras are hermitian, then
they are commutative modulo their Jacobson radicals.
RÉSUMÉ. Nous considérons des algèbres p-Banach munies d'un antimorphisme involutif z i-f z*, i.e., une involution d'espace vectoriel telle que
(ij/)* = x*y*, pour tous x, y £ A. Nous montrons que si A est hennitienne,
alors A est commutative modulo son radical de Jacobson.

Un anti-morphisme involutif, sur une algèbre complexe A, est une involution
d'espace vectoriel x*-* x* [1] telle que {xy)* = x*y*, pour tous x,y G A. Soient
A une algèbre complexe et ||.||p, 0 < p < 1, une p-norme d'espace vectoriel sur A
[7]. On dit que ||.||p est une p-norme d'algèbre si ||a;y||p < ||x||p||y||p, pour tous
x,y G A. Une edgèbre est dite p-normée si elle est munie d'une p-norme d'algèbre.
Signalons que les edgèbres p-normées considérées ici ne sont pas nécessairement
complètes comme c'est le cas pour W. Zelazko dans [7]. Ici une algèbre p-normée
complète sera dite p-Banach. Soit (A, ||.||p), 0 < p < 1, une edgèbre p-Banach
complexe munie d'un anti-morphisme involutif x i-4 x*. Un élément a de A est dit
hermitien (resp. normal) si a = a* (resp. a*a = aa*). On désigne peur H{A) (resp.
JV(A)) l'ensemble des éléments hermitiens (resp. normaux) de A. Une edgèbre pBanach complexe munie d'un anti-morphisme involutif est dite hermitienne si le
spectre de tout élément hermitien est réel.
Dans cet article, nous montrons que si (A, ||.||p), 0 < p < 1, est une edgèbre
p-Banach hermitienne, alors A/Rad(A) est commutative. Comme conséquence,
nous obtenons que toute algèbre p-Banach complexe (A, ||.||p) munie d'un antimorphisme involutif x *-+ x* telle que ||x||p < c||x*x||p, pour tout x G A, où O 0
est une constante positive, est en fait une C-algèbre pour une norme équivalente.
Dans toute la suite, p{a) = sup{|A| : X G Sp(a)} désignera le rayon spectred de
a, où Sp(a) est le specte de a. Rappelons aussi que le théorème de Johnson [4],
qui assure la continuité de l'involution deins les edgèbres de Banach involutives
Reçu par les éditeurs le 7 août, 2000.
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semi-simples, reste valable pour les algèbres p-Banach semi-simples munies d'un
anti-morphisme involutif.
Le lemme suivemt nous sera utile par la suite.
LEMME 1. Soit (A, ||.||p), 0 < p < 1, une algèbre p-Banach complexe unifère
munie d'un anti-morphisme involutif x *-¥ x*. Alors A est hermitienne si, et
seulement si, e + ih est inversible pour tout h G H{A).
PREUVE. Si A est hermitienne, il est clair que e + ih est inversible, pour tout
h G H {A). Pour la réciproque, soient x G H{A) eta + iPG Sp^x), où a,/3 G iî.
Alors /i = x - ae G H {A) et ip G SpA(/i). Si ^ ^ 0, alors e + ij/S-1/!) serait non
inversible; contreidiction.
Une algèbre de Banach complexe munie d'un anti-morphisme involutif x H^ X*,
hennitienne n'est pas nécessairement commutative. En effet, si A est une algèbre
de Bemach réelle non commutative et strictement réelle, i.e., le spectre de tout
élément de A est réel (par exemple A = T2(iî), l'algèbre des matrices carrées
triangulaires supérieures), edors sa complexifiée AQ est une algèbre de Banach
complexe non commutative et hermitienne pour l'emti-morphisme involutif o +
ii t-* a — i6. On est alors amené à chercher des exemples d'edgèbres p-Bemach
munies d'un emti-morphisme involutif hermitiennes semi-simples et qui ne sont
pas commutatives. En fait, comme nous edlons le voir, de telles edgèbres n'existent
pas.
THÉORÈME 2. S'oit (A, ||.||p), 0 < p < 1, «ne algèbre p-Banach complexe
munie d'un anti-morphisme involutif x t-t x* hermitienne. Alors A/Reid(A) est
hermitienne et commutative.
Quitte à considérer l'edgèbre A1 = A ® C obtenue peur adjonction
d'une unité à A, munie de l'emti-morphisme involutif x + A •-> x* + Â, x G A,
A G C, on peut supposer que A est unifère. Posons B = A/ReKi(A) et s la
surjection canonique de A sur B. On a H{B) = s(Jî(A)). De plus,
PREUVE.

Sps s{h) = SpA{h) C R,

pour tout h G H{A).

Donc A/ Reui(A) est hermitienne. Montrons medntenant que A/ Rad(A) est commutative. Quitte à remplacer A par A/Rad(A), on peut supposer que l'algèbre
est semi-simple. Donc l'emti-morphisme involutif x i-^ x* est continu. Par conséquent l'edgèbre réelle .ff(A) est p-Baneich telle que
SPH^CO

= Sp^/i) C R,

pour tout h G H{A).

Par edUeurs, en utilisant le théorème 3.10 de [7] et le fait que le quotient d'une
algèbre p-Banach par un idéal primitif est une algèbre primitive, on montre que
le résultat de Kapleinsky (Theorem 4.8 de [5]) s'étend au cas p-Banach. Ainsi
ff(A)/Reid(ff(A)) est commutative. Pour finir, montrons que ff(A) est semisimple. Soient h G Reid(ff(A)) et a = u + iu G A, avec u,v G H{A). Alors
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p{hu) = 0 et p{hv) = 0. Par conséquent p{ha) = 0. En effet soit A = a + i/3 G
Sp(/ia), avec a,P G R. Si hu-a est mversible, alors
ha- X = {hu- a)[e + i{hu- a)~xihv -/?)].
D'où, peir le lemme 1, e + i{hu — a)~l{hv - P) est inversible car

ihu-a)-l{hv-P)GH{A);
contreidiction. Done /iu - a est non inversible, i.e., a G Sp(/m). D'où a = 0. De
même, on montre que /3 = 0. Ainsi p{ha) = 0 et par suite h G Rad(A) = {0}.
Comme conséquences, on obtient ce qui suit.
COROLLAIRE 3. Soit (A,||.||p), 0 < p < 1, une algèbre p-Banach complexe
munie d'un anti-morphisme involutif x n- x* et posons |x| = p(xx*)^, pour
x G A. Alors les assertions suivantes sont équivalentes
1) A est hermitienne.
2) |.| est une semi-norme d'algèbre.
3) \.\ est sous-additive.
4) p{a) = |o|, pour tout a G A.
5) p{a) < \a\, pour tout a G A.
6) Sp(a*a) c R+, pour tout a G A.
7) a*a + aa* > 0, pour tout a G A.
PREUVE. Quitte à rempleicer A par A/ Rad(A), ce qui ne change pas le spectre
et la fonction de Ptâk, on peut supposer que A est semi-simple. Par le théorème
précédent, l'algèbre A est commutative. On est ainsi ramené au cas d'une involution d'algèbre hennitienne. Et on conclut par [6, 5.4 et le théorème 5.10].
On sedt que toute edgèbre de Banach complexe (A, ||.||), munie d'un antimorphisme involutif x »-• x* telle que ||x*x|| = ||x||2, pour tout x G A, est
une C*-edgèbre commutative [3]. Plus généredement, on a le résultat suivant.
COROLLAIRE 4. Soit (A, ||.||p), 0 < p < 1, une algèbre p-Banach complexe
munie d'un anti-morphisme involutif x i-¥ x*, telle que \\x\\2 < c||x*x||p, pour
tout x G A, où c > 0 est une constante positive. Alors A est une C*-algèbre
commutative pour une norme équivalente.
PREUVE. Montrons tout d'abord que A est commutative et donc que l'emtimorphisme involutif x H-> x* est en fedt une involution d'edgèbre. Par hypothèse,
on obtient

||an||* < c||(a*a)n||p,

pour tout a G N{A), n = 1,2,... .

D'où, peir passage à la limite, p{a)2 < p{a*a), pour tout a G N{A). Donc, comme
dems le théorème 5.10 de [6], on montre que A est hermitienne. De plus Rad(A) =
{0} vu que
\\h\\p < cp{h)p, pour tout h G H{A).
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D'après le théorème précédent, A est commutative. Montrons que p est une norme
de C*-edgèbre, sur A, équivedente à ||.||p. Soit x G A. D'après ce qui précède, on
a
l|x||| < c 2 p(x) 2p . De plus p(x)p < ||x||p. Ainsi p est une norme d'algèbre, sur
A, équivedente à ||.||p. D'où le résultat vu que p{x)2 = p(xx*), pour tout x G A.
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RÉSUMÉ. Mazur, Manin et autres ont indiqué des analogies frappantes
entre les corps de nombres et les variétés de dimension 3. On montre ici
que l'analogue arithmétique de la conjecture du Poincaré est fausse.

0. Introduction. B. Mazur and Yu. I. Manin (see [7], [9]) have indicated
deep einalogies between number fields and 3-manifolds. This emedogy has been
baptized Arithmetic Topology by A. Reznikov [13], [14]. Let us briefly review
this analogy {cf. the dictionary by him and M. Kapranov in §14 of [14]). We
shedl write A for Arithmetic and T for topology. The torsion subgroup (resp.
the maximal torsion-free quotient) of any abeUan group JV is denoted by tors(JV)
(resp. JV/tors).
TI. A closed connected 3-manifold M.
Al. X = Spec O, the ring of edgebredc integers of a number field L.
T2. 5 3 , the 3-dimensional sphere.
A2. Spec Z, the ring of integers.
T3. tors(ffi(M;Z)).
A3. Pic(X), the ideal class group of O.
T4. ffi (M;Z)/tors.
A4. O*/ tors; here O* denotes the units of O.
T5. The fundamented group 7ri(M) of M.
A5. The Gedois group G1r of the maximal extension of L (contained in a fixed
edgebraic closure L of L) which is unramified at all primes (both finite emd
infinite); this is not always equed to the étale ni{X).
T6. The group 7ro(Diff(M)) of connected components of the group Diff(M) of
diffeomorphisms of M.
A6. The group Ki{X) of X.
Since M is a closed manifold, there is no essential difference between cohomology, cohomology with compact support, and homology of M (Poincaré duality).
The singular (co)homology groups of M veinish beyond dimension three. The
scheme X is emedogous to a 3-dimensional manifold since AT is a smooth scheme
emd its étale cohomology groupsff^-X";G m ) are non-zero only for i < 3. 1
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Let us recedl that a closed orientable connected 3-meuiifold is said to be an
integral homology 3-sphere if ffi(M; Z) = 0, a homotopy 3-sphere if 7ri(M) = 0,
and a rationed homology 3-sphere if ffi(M; Q) = 0.
The purpose of this note is to prove the following:2
THEOREM 1. Every integral homology 3-sphere (in number theory) is a homotopy 3-sphere.
This is in utter contrast to the situation in topology. First, the topologiced
analog of Theorem 1 is false (pp. 244-246 of [15]). Second, there are infinitely
memy (mutuedly non-homeomorphic) integred homology 3-spheres. The Poinceuré
conjecture [12] states that every homotopy 3-sphere is homeomorphic to 5 3 . (Consequently, there should be only one homotopy 3-sphere, up to homeomorphism.)
From Theorem 1, we shall deduce that there are several mutually distinct
integral homology 3-spheres (in number theory) emd that the eirithmetic emalog
of the Poinceu-é conjecture is false (Corolleiry 9).
1. Étalecohomology of number fields. The étale cohomology ff*(X;Gm)
of X with coefficients in the sheaf G m is the guiding light of arithmetic topology.
Good references for this are [1], [6] and [8, (II, §2)]. Let ri and 2r2 be the number
of real and complex embeddings of L. We shall denote these infinite primes of L
by v. The completion of L with respect to a prime v is denoted Lv. The groups
H*{X;Gm) can he cedculated explicitly (Proposition 2.1 of [8]):
(1)

H0{X;Gm) = O*,

= Pic(X)

H2{X;Gm) = j ( g / ^ n - i

(2)
(3)

Hl{X;Gm)

ff3(A:;Gm)

>0

=

n

(4)

rJ

H {X;Gm)

= Q) Hn{Lv;Gm)

(n > 4).

ureal

In the above, note that, for v real, £,„ = K and H*{Lv;Gm) = H*{G;Gm)
where G = Ged(C/R) = Z/2Z. We recall the identities
(5)

ff2m(G;Gm)

= Z/2Z,

H2m-1{G;Gm)

= Q (for m > 0).

With the étale cohomology in hand, we cem now turn to our main question.
2. When is X em integred homology 3-sphere? As remarked eeirlier, we
shall use cohomology (!) to define an integred homology sphere in arithmetic:
DEFINITION 2. We say that X is an integral homology 3-sphere if it satisfies
(a) H^X; Gm) = 0 for i ^ 0,3 3 .
2
Reznikov recently informed me that he and M. Kapranov also had independently discovered
this result.
3
Seep. 137 of [9].
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(b) i f p f j G m ) is torsion.
T H E O R E M 3. Jf is an integral homology 3-sphere if and only if L is an imaginary quadratic field of class number one.

By Dirichlet's theorem, ff0(A';Gm) = O* is a finitely generated
abelian group of rank r i + r2 - 1 . Condition (b) says that n + r2 = 1. So we find
that L must be em imagineiry queidratic field or Q. Let us turn now to (a). When
i = 1, it meeins that the ideed class group Pic{X) of O must be trivied, i.e., L
has class number one. If L has a real embedding ( n > 0), then H2m{X; Gm) will
be nonzero for all m > 1. Therefore, (a) says that L is a totally complex field of
class number one. We have proved our cledm.
•
The imaginary quadratic fields of class number one have been the subject of
intense study. The conjecture of Gauss (proved by Baker, Heegner and Stark [2])
states that there are exewtly nine of them. These eu-e the fields Q ( v / = d ) where
d runs over the set {1,2,3,7,11,19,43,67,163}. Thus, there are exactly nine
distinct integred homology 3-spheres in number theory.
PROOF.

DEFINITION 4. X is a rational homology 3-sphere if it satisfies
(a') H*{X;Gm)®Q
= 0.
PROPOSITION 5. X is a rational homology 3-sphere exactly when Lis an imaginary quadratic field or Q.

PROOF. Since HX{X; GTO) is torsion for i ^ 0, the restriction comes from the
requirement H0{X; Gm) (gi Q = 0 (see the proof of Theorem 3).
•
COROLLARY 6. SpecZ is not an integral homology 3-sphere. It is, however, a
rational homology 3-sphere.

3. Homotopy 3-spheres. We need em eirithmetic emalog of a homotopy 3sphere in order to discuss a version of the Poincaré conjecture. We say that X is
a homotopy 3-sphere if the group G£ r = 0; cf. A4. So our Theorem 1 tremslates
to:
T H E O R E M 7. Let L be an imaginary quadratic field of class number one. Then
L has no nontrivial finite unramified extension.

PROOF. It can be found in [19, Exercise 11.2], [20, §2]. The ingredients are:
(i) the smallest perfect group has order 60 (it is the alternating group A5 of
degree five),
(ii) A. Odlyzko's [10], [11] bounds on discriminants of number fields (see Theorem 11.20 and Table on p. 223 of [19]).
•
COROLLARY 8. In number theory, there are exactly ten rational homology 3spheres which are homotopy 3-spheres.

By Minkowski's theorem. Spec Z is simply connected. So, it is also a homotopy
3-sphere.
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COROLLARY 9. In number theory, there exist (at least) ten mutually nonisomorphic homotopy 3-spheres.

The previous corollary shows that the arithmetic emalog of the Poincaré conjecture is false.
REMARK 10.

(i) Each of the integral homology 3-spheres has an involution with one fixed
point.4 The quotient by the involution is always Spec Z.
(ii) (B. Meizur) Every X comes equipped with a canonical projection TT (the
structure morphism) to Spec Z. One is led to enriched 3-memifolds, neimely,
pairs {M,ir) of a 3-manifold M and a map ir:M -¥ S3. The enriched
Poincaré conjecture is fedse: there exist many self-maps of S3. This (and
the emedogy with curves over finite fields) shall be pursued elsewhere.
4. Variants. Since X is not compact (it is em affine scheme), there is a difference between homology, cohomology, and cohomology with compact support
of X. Here we consider the following two variants which could be used in Definitions 2 and 4.
4.1. Étale cohomology with compact support. The groups H*{X;Gm) axe the
right objects for duality theorems; they are defined in [8, pp. 207-208]. From
Proposition 2.6 emd Remark 2.8a of [8], we obtedn
(a) ff*(X;Gm) = 0 f o r i ^ 0 , l , 3 ,
(b) ffc3(X;Gm) = Q/Z,
(c) the exact sequence
0 -^ ffc0(X;Gm) -^ (T -> 0 L:/{L:)2 -• Hl{X;Gm) -* Pic(X) -> 0.
ureal

Hence H°{X;Gm) is the group of totally positive units of O and Hl{X;Gm) is
the narrow class group of O.
We should view the étale fundamental group TTI {X) of the scheme X as the
narrow fundamental group of X since its abelieinization irîb{X) is Hc{X;Gm).
Utilizing H* {X) as our defining cohomology theory, we obtedn only one new integral homology sphere, neimely, SpecZ. Theorem 1, Proposition 5 and Corollary 9
remain true in this definition.
4.2. Artin-Verdier theory. Consider the speice Xoo = X{C)/G where X{C) is
the set of points of X with values in C emd G = Gal(C/E) operates by complex
conjugation. M. Artin emd J.-L. Verdier [1] have defined an étede topology on the
space X = XU X^. The étede fiindeimented group of X is the group G^" of A4.
They define G m on X to be j , G m where j:X '-> X denotes the open immersion. Theorem 2.4 of [1] shows that the étede cohomology groups Hl{X;Gm)
Note that 5 3 is a 2-fold branched covering of S3 in an essentially unique manner [18].
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are zero for i ^ 0,1,3, and that H0{X;Gm) = O*, ff1(A';Gm) = Pic(A') and
H3{X;Gm)=Q/Z.
In this variant as well, it turns out that we acquire only one new integred
homology sphere, neimely, SpecZ. Theorem 1, Proposition 5 emd Corollary 9
remedn true in this definition as well. Perhaps the Artin-Verdier definition is the
most appropriate.
REMARK 11. The three different cohomology theories agree for totedly complex fields (ri = 0). For thesefields,it is edso the case that the étale fundeunental
group iri{X) is the seune as Gjfr.
REMARK 12. We wish to contribute a few more points to the emedogy.
T7. 7ro(Diff(53)) = Z/2Z (see [3]).
A7. Ki{Z) = Z/2Z since Ki{0) = O*.
T8. The ends of a (possibly non-compeict) manifold.
A 8 . Xoo (see 4.2).

Meizur emd Manin have suggested that primes correspond to knots. A knot is
given by a closed immersion S1 •-* M and a finite prime is given by a closed
immersion Spec F '-+ X of a finite field F.
T9. S 1 is em Eilenberg-Meu; Lane space K{Z, 1).
A9. For any finite field F, the scheme Spec F is an Eilenberg-Mac Lane space
K{Z, 1) where Z is the profinite completion of the group Z.
Let T denote the tubular neighbourhood of a knot AT in M. Let Op (resp.
Lp) denote the loced ring (resp. field) corresponding to a finite prime p of X. As
usued, Np is the cardinality of the residue field Fp = O/p.
T10. The surfeice S = dT (homotopy equivalent
toT-K).
AIO. Spec Lp = Spec Op - Spec Fp.
T U . 7ri(5) has a presentation {x,y j xyx-1 = y).
A l l . The Galois group5 of the maximal tamely ramified extension [5, p. 173] of
Lp has a presentation {x, y \ xyx~x = 2/N,,).
Since there is no wild ramification in chareicteristic zero, it is the tame Galois
group of Lp that enters into the emedogy. Should we consider the residue field of
a knot to be Fi (the field with one element!) [17]?
T12. Every closed 3-manifold M is (non-canonically) a branched covering of S3
[4].
A12. Every X is (cemonicedly) a bremched covering of Spec Z.
To conclude, in number theory, there are nine legitimate (= insensitive to the
variation of definition) integred homology 3-spheres emd ten homotopy 3-spheres.
Even if SpecZ is adopted as the emalog of S3 (and it should be), the Poincare
conjecture is still false in number theory.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS. I have benefited greatly from discussions with A. Giacobbe, J. Gordon, I. Kofman, M. MarcoUi, A. Sikora, emd L. Washington.
This group has cohomological dimension two [16, p. 86).
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ALGEBRAS OVER THE FOCK SPACE
YUN GAO AND NAIHUAN JING
Presented by Robert V. Moody, FRSC

ABSTRACT.
We find that the Fock space for the affine Lie algebra fllN
allows both the quantum affine algebra Uq{BlN) and the quantum toroidal
algebra Ug{slif<tor) actions.
^ RéSUMé. Nous trouvons pons l'espace de Fock de l'algèbre de Lie affine
Blw accepte deux actions: une de l'algèbre affine quantique Uq{glN), l'autre
de l'algèbre torique quantique t/^sf^tor).

A quantum Kac-Moody edgebra Uq{g) is a g-deformation of the universed enveloping algebra U{$) of a Kac-Moody Lie algebra fl. Lusztig [L] has shown that
the chareicter formula for dominant highest weight representations is preserved
when Uq{g) is deformed to U{Q). Our purpose is to give an kreducible vertex
representation for the newly developed quantum toroided algebra t/,(sIjv,tor)However, this leeids us to discover one surprising fact: the kreducible basic giNmodule allows em irreducible Uq{QlN) action. Moreover, eeich weight space as
both C/9(0(w)-module and gtw-module coincides (does not depend on q\). Therefore,^this phenomena visualizes the above mentioned Lusztig theorem in the case
0 = fl/jv-

Quantum toroided algebras were introduced by Ginzburg-Kapranov-Vasserot
[GKV] in the study of the Langlands reciprocity for algebraic surfaces. These edgebras are quemtized analogues for toroided Lie algebras of Moody-Rao-Yokonuma
[MRY].
A full description of this work is in preparations. Preprints may be obtedned
from the authors.
We edways assume that the complex number q is generic emd JV is a positive
integer with N >3. Let d be a nonzero complex number. The quantum toroided
edgebra i7g(sIjv,tor) is the unital associative edgebra over C generated by e^jt, /j,*,
hi,i, fcf1, where i = 0,l,...,N-1,
k GZ, I GZ\ {0}, and the centred elements
Received by the editors March 21, 2001.
The first author gratefully acknowledges the grant support from the Natural Sciences
and Engineering Research Council of Canada. The second author gratefully acknowledges the
support from NSF Grant DMS-9970493.
AMS subject classification: 17B37, 17B67, 17B69.
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c^1. The relations are expressed in terms of the formed series
ei{z) = J2eitkZ-k,
kez

fi{z) =

Ylfi,kZ~k,
kez

and
kt{z) = kf1 exp(±( g - q-1) f ]

h^z*"),

fc=i

as follows
[kt{z),kf{w)] = 0,
e.aij (c2d-^

^ ) kt{z)k-{w) = ô_ ao ( c - 2 d - ^ ^ )

fefW/iM

= <?±ay ( c d ^ ( ^ ) ± 1 )

[eiiz), Mw)] = ^

_

(ô ( c - 2 £ ) kncw)

kj{w)kf{z),

fWkfiz),
_ s (c2£)

fer(cz))

j

(d" 1 '^ - g0^u;)ei(2)eJ(tt;) = (g^d" 1 '^ - t(;)ej(w)ei(z),
( g 0 4 ^ * ^ - w)fi{z)fj{w) = {cT^z {ei(2i)ei(z2)ej(tu) -{q + q-1)ei{zi)ej{w)ei{z2)

q^w)fj{w)fi{z),

+ ej(t«)ei(z1)ei(22)} + {^i +* Z2) = 0,

if ay = - 1 ,

UiizMiizàfiiw)

- iq +
q-^fiizMiHMzi)
+ fjHMzJfifa)}
+ {zi *+ Z2} = 0, if ay = - 1 ,
[e^z), e^w)] = [Mz), Mw)] = 0, if mj = 0,

where 6{z) = Ylkez

zk m t l i e

^-function and

M*) = Ç ^ e c[N]
is understood as the Taylor series expansion, A = (o^) is the Ceirtan matrix of
affine type Aff'^ and M = (my) is a skew symmetric matrix given by my =
<*i,j+i - ôj,i+i for 1 < i, j < N - 1, and SON = <*JVO = 1The reason to call î/^sJjv.tor) the quantum toroidal algebra is that it is a
two-pareimeter deformation of the enveloping algebra of the toroided Lie edgebra aijvdx^.y* 1 ]) (the universed central extension of the double loop edgebra
« ^ ( [ x * 1 , ^ 1 ] ) , see [MRY]).
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Let P = Zci ® • • • © Zejv be a rank JV free abeUan group provided with a
Z-bilinear form (•, •) defined by (ej, Cj) = «Jy, 1 < t, j < JV. Let Q = Z{ei — ea) ©
• • • ® Z(e^r_i — ex) be the remk (JV - 1) free subgroup of P. Then
A = {a € Q : (a,a) = 2} = {£< - e, : 1 < i ^ j < JV}
is the root system of type AJV_I.
Let e:Q x Q -> {±1} be a bimultiplicative function such that e{a,a) =
(_l)è(a.a) ) for a G Q. Let C[Q] = X;®Cea be the group algebra of Q. For
P G Q, define e0 G EndC[Q] by e^eQ = e{P,a)ea+l3) for a G Q. Also, for
PGH = Q®zG, define /?(0) G EndC[Q] by /3(0)eQ = (/?, Q;)ea, for a € Q.
Next let ei(n) be the generators of the Heisenberg edgebra H, 1 < i < N,
n G Z \ {0}, subject to relations:
[ e i t m ) , ^ ) ] = mSijSm+nflC.
Let
S{n-) = C[ci(n) : 1 < t < JV,n e -Z+]
denote the symmetric edgebra of H - emd set
VQ =

S{H-)®C[Q].

The operator 2° G (EndC^])^,^- 1 ] is defined as zaW - exp(û!(0)ln2).
Set ei+ff = Cj, for i € Z. Let p be a non-zero complex number. For r,i,j G Z,
we define the vertex operator Xij{r,z) as follows.

XliM . : » p ( - S («.W-p-y-^""'^")),-.) ;
e £ ._ £i Z e '-^ +

^

^-p-rej- ' a ' r

Let
fllw = 9ijv ® CL> = fl/w^^, t" 1 ]) ® CC ® CD
be the affine Lie algebra, where C is the central element and D is the degree
operator.
1) = JÏ ® CC ® CD
is its Cartan subalgebra. It is known that (see [F]) VQ is an irreducible QIN
module.
Next, for r, i, j G Z, we define
«y(r,*)=g y -0(««-«i)

• exP( E

î

;r

i^eiin)

- p-'"-q-*neJin)z-n) )
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vij{r,z)=q^-Mti-^)

•exp(E

(^^(-n)-Pnr9V%(-"))-n)-

—

n>l

From now on we assume that p = d~N.
THEOREM. The linear map TT given by
niei{z))=Xiii+i{0,pl<Pz),

Jr(/i(z)) = Xm.iCO.P^*).

rcieoiz)) = Xoiihp-h),
TT^.+W)

=uM+i(0,p^2),

i = 1,2,..., JV - 1

7r(/o(z)) = X i o ( - l , p ^ ) ,

7r(fc,r(2)) = l ; i i i + 1 (0,pid i 2),

nikoiz)) = « o i ( l , p " ^ ) ,

i = l,2,...,JV-l

nikoiz)) = Voiil,p~^z),

n{c) = qKn{kt)=q±{ei-ei+l),

i = 0 , 1 , . . . , JV - 1

yields a representation ofUq{slN,tor)- IfPQ±N *s not
an irreducible Uq{slN,tor) module.

a rooi

of unity, then VQ is

Let B be the united associative algebra generated by the coefficients of
Xi<i+i{0,z) and X i + M (0,z), for 1 < t < JV - 1 and ei(n), q±ei, 1 < i < N,
n G Z\ {0}. In order to let VQ have a weight space decomposition, we need to
eidd the operator qD to Uq{glN) and B. Then we have:
PROPOSITION. B is a homomorphic image ofUq{glN). Moreover, VQ is an
irreducible Uq{glN)-module.
As a C/g(0lAr)-module, we have VQ = 0 V , where
V,1 = {VGVQ:

qh.v = q ^ v , for h G f)}.

It is easy to see that V 1 = VM, where Vfl = {v GVQ : h.v = p{h)v, for h G f)}.
The proof for the Proposition is based on a new set of generators within the
quantum affine edgebra Uq{g\N) with the advemtage that they are orthogoned
(mutuedly commutative) in the usual sense. In [1] the quantum affine algebra
Uq{g\N) was defined in the context of the quantum Yang-Baxter equation, which
contains the quantum affine algebra Uq{s\.N) in a cemonical way.
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ON APPROXIMATELY JENSEN-CONVEX AND
WRIGHT-CONVEX FUNCTIONS
KAZIMIERZ NIKODEM AND ZSOLT PÂLES
Presented by J. Aczél, FRSC
ABSTRACT.
The aim of this note is to characterize functions that differ from convex, Jensen-convex and Wright-convex functions in a bounded
term.
RÉSUMÉ. L'objectif de ce travail est la caractérisation des fonctions qui
diffèrent des fonctions convexes, des fonctions convexes de Jensen et celles
de Wright par un terme limité.

1. Introduction. Let X be a real vector space, D he a convex subset of X
and £ be a nonnegative constant. A function / : D —^ R is said to be:
• e-convex if
f{tx + {1- t)y) < tf{x) + {1- t)f{y) + e foTX,yGD,tG [0,1);
• £- Wright-convex if
f{tx + {1- t)y) + / ( ( I - t)x + ty) < f{x) + f{y) + 2e for x,yGD,tG

[0,1);

• e-Jensen-convex if
f{^y)<M±M

+e

forx,yGD.

If the function / eidmits the above properties for some s > 0, then it is cedled
approximately convex, Jensen-convex, and Wright-convex, respectively. One cem
observe that every e-convex function is e-Wright-convex and every e-Wrightconvex function is e-Jensen-convex, but not conversely. In the case e = 0 we get
the standard definitions of convex, Wright-convex emd Jensen-convex functions,
respectively {cf. [23]). The classiced Hyers-Uleim theorem [9] states that for every
n G N, there is a constemt c„ such that if D is a convex subset of R n emd / : £ ) - • R
Received by the editors April 12, 2001.
The research of the second author has been supported by the Hungarian Scientific Research
Fund (OTKA) Grant T-030082, by the Higher Education, Research and Development Fund
(FKFP) Grant 0215/2001, and also by a visiting research grant received from the Department
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is e-convex, then there exists a convex function g:D -+R satisfying ||/—5|| < Cne,
where the || • || denotes the supremum norm defined by

M := sup 1^)1
16D

for a bounded function 0: D -> R.
The vedue of Cn was shown to be of order log2(n)/2 by Green [8], Cholewa
[3]. Recently, Leiczkovich [13] proved that, for convex sets D with dim I? = n,
the infimum of these constemts, for which the Hyers-Uleun theorem is true, is not
less then (log2(n/2))/4. This impUes that the Hyers-Ulam theorem cannot be
extended to arbitrary infinite dimensioned speices. Eeurlier a counterexeimple of
this type was given by Casini and Papini [4].
Using a condition stronger them e-convexity, we can characterize functions
which are uniformly close to a convex function. Namely, as a consequence of the
sandwich theorem presented in [2, Theorem lb] (with p = / + 2e), we obtain the
following result.
THEOREM BMN. Let D be a convex subset of a real vector space, let /:£>—>
R, ond e > 0. Then there exists a convex function g:D-tR
such that \\f—g\\ < e
if and only if f satisfies the inequality
(1)

fihxi + --• + tnxn) < tif{xi) + --- + tnf{xn) + 2e

for oH n e N, xi,...,xnG

D, and t i , . . . ,*„ 6 [0,1] with ti H

1- tn = 1-

The stabiUty problem for Jensen-convexity and Wright-convexity is not solved
completely. Cholewa [3] gave an example of an e-Jensen-convex function / such
that there is no Jensen-convex function uniformly close to / . However, the domedn
D of f in that example is only a Q-convex subset of R {i.e., tx + {1 — t)y G D
for aU x,y G D and t G [0,1] n Q). A similar counterexample with a function
defined on a convex subset of an infinite dimensioned speice is given by Ger [6].
But for Jensen-convex functions defined on a convex subset of R n the stabiUty
question is stiU open. A thorough study of e-Jensen-convex functions is meide in
the recent paper of DUworth, Howard emd Roberts [5]. In particular, they present
a stabiUty result for Jensen-convex functions defined on a convex subset of R"
and bounded above on compact sets. Some further properties of e-Jensen-convex
and e-Wright-convex functions are edso investigated by Ng and Nikodem [16] emd
by Mrowiec [14].
The edm of this paper is t o characterize functions which differ from Jensenconvex and Wright-convex functions in a bounded term. Unfortunately, we are not
able to show that the e-Jensen- and e-Wright-convexity properties chetreicterize
these functions. Nevertheless, we obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for
both classes of functions.
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2. Approximately Jensen-convex functions. In this section, we cheiracterize functions of the form f = g + h, where 5 is a Jensen-convex function and h
is a bounded function on a midpoint-convex subset of vector speice X over Q. This
result is edso a consequence of [18, CoroUeury 5]. However, it is more convenient
to have a direct proof here. We recedl that a subset D of a vector space is cedled
midpoint-convex if {x + y)/2 belongs to D for edl x, y G D. Clearly, midpoint
convex sets are the natured domains for Jensen-convex functions.
THEOREM 1. Let X be a vector space over the field of rational numbers, let
D C X be a midpoint-convex subset of X, and let f:D-¥R,e>0.
Then there
exists a Jensen-convex function g:D-*R
such that \\f -ff|| < e if and only if f
satisfies the inequality
/(

g l +

'2n+X2")^/(Xl)

+

"2n+/(j2")+^

/ " ^ N ,

Xi,...,X2~GD.

(2)
PROOF. Assume that there exists a Jensen-convex function g-.D-tR
that | | / - g\\ < e. Then the Jensen-convexity of g yields {cf. [12], [23])
/xi H
\-X2''\ . g{xi) + -- + g{x2n)
gi
^
j < ^ ^
^

,
_ RJ
fornGN,

such

,. n
Xi,...,X2n G D

emd | | / - g\\ <e implies
f{x) < g{x) + e

and g{x) < f{x) + e for x G D.

Combining these inequedities, we get that, for n G N emd x i , . . . , X2" G D,
,fxl

f[

+ --- + X2n\

2^

9

fxl +

j"[

---+X2n\

¥

) +'

g(xi) + --- + g(x2")
2"
< /(Xl) + --- + /(x 2 n)
-

2"

'

i.e., (2) is vaUd.
Now assume that / satisfies (2) emd define g:D

-^Rhy

gix)
. ,r/(xi)-l---+ /(x2")--1-e
, n GN,xi,...,X2n
^M
:=mf^ : i - i -^ !
—

G D,x =

^ „

xi + •—• • + X2~
1
^.

By teiking n = 1, Xi = X2 = x, the definition of g yields that g{x) < f{x) + e for
edl x G £>. On the other hemd, due to inequality (2), we have that g{x) > / ( x ) — e.
Therefore, | | / - g\\ < e.
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To complete the proof of the theorem, it suffices to show that g is Jensenconvex. For, let x,y G D he fixed emd let c be em arbitreiry positive number.
Then there exist n,m G N andxi,...,X2n, yi,..-,y2m G D such that
x=

Xl H

j- X2n

2

n

, v=-

j/i -I

1- Î/2™

2

,n

,

emd
f{xi) + --- + f{x2n)

—

.

M

. .

f{yi) + --- + f{y2<n) ,

+ e < g{x) + c,

Then

—

,A

, .

+ e < g{y) + c.

2" 2 m

"2—

=

2n+n*+1 ^

2^( x » + W''

i=lj=l

therefore, by the definition of g,

g(^)

< 2 ^ 1 E E ( / ( ^ ) + /(%))+£

=s(Fg /(ii H + K^§ /(%)+e )
< | ( 5 ( « ) + c ) + |(ff(î/) + c).
Taking the limit c -> 0, we get that g is Jensen-convex on D.

m

REMARK 1. One can easily see that (2) impUes the inequaUty (1) for edl
n G N, x i , . . . , x„ G L>, and t i , . . . ,t„ G [0,1] D ID with ti H
h tn = 1, where
P denotes the set of dyadic rationed numbers. Thus, (2) is a specied case of (1)
which chareu;terizes (by Theorem BMN) functions of the form f = g + h, where
g is convex, h is bounded.
REMARK 2. If a function / satisfies (2), then it is automaticedly 2e-Jensenconvex. Conversely, if / is 2e-Jensen-convex, then an induction argument yields
that it satisfies em inequedity anedogous to (2) where 2e is replaced by 2ne.

3. Approximately Wright-convex functions. In [15], Ng proved that a
function / defined on a convex subset of R" is Wright-convex if and only if it can
be represented in the form f = a + k, where a is em additive emd A: is a convex
function (see edso [17]). Kominek [10] extended this result to functions defined
on algebredcedly open subsets of a Unear space. In this section, we cheiracterize
functions of the form f = a + k + h, where o is em additive,fcis a convex, and h
is a bounded function on a convex subset of a Unear speice.
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THEOREM 2. Let X be a (real) linear space, let D C X be a convex subset of
X such that the algebraic interior of D is nonempty, let f:D-¥R,
and let e > 0.
Then there exist an additive function a:X-tR and a convex functionfc:D -> R
such that ||/ — {a + k)\\ <£ if and only if f satisfies (2) and the inequality
(3)
/(tx -1- (1 - t)y) + / ( ( I - t)x + ty) < fix) + f{y) + 4e for x,y G D,t G [0,1].
PROOF. Assume that there exist a:X->D additive andfc:I> -> R convex
such that jj/ — (a + fc)|| < e. Then g := a -I-fcis a Jensen-convex function and
11/ —ffi!< £• Therefore, by Theorem 1, / satisfies (2). On the other hand, using
the eidditivity of o emd the convexity offc,we get
/(tx + (1 - t)y) + / ( ( I - t)x + ty)
< o(tx + (1 - t)y) +fc(fx+ (1 - t)y) + a((l - t)x + ty)
+fc((l - t)x + ty) + 2e
< a(x + y) + tk{x) + (1 - t)k{y) + {1- t)fc(x) + tk{y) + 2e
= a(x) +fc(x)+ a{y) + k{y) + 2e
<f{x) +

f{y)+te

for x,yGD,tG
[0,1). Thus (3) holds.
Now assume that f:D-tR
satisfies both (2) and (3). Then, by Theorem 1,
there exists a Jensen-convex function g:D -+R such that ||/ - g\\ < e. Let xo
be a an eirbitrary point in the edgebraic interior of D. By Rode's theorem (see
[22], [11]), there exists a Jensen function a:D-¥ [—oo, oo[ such that a < ff on
D and a(xo) = ff(xo). Since XQ is in the edgebredc interior of D, we have that
a{x) ^ —oo for edl x G D. It foUows from the extension theorems of Ger [7] {cf.
also [20]) that a is of the form a = a + c, where a: X -> R is an additive function
and c G R is a constemt.
In the rest of the proof we eire going to show thatff—a= fc is a convex function
on D. Let x,y G Dhe fixed. Then, using (3), we get for t G [0,1],
fc(tx + (1 - t)y)
= ff(tx + (1 < /(tx + (1 < f{x) + f{y)
< f{x) + f{y)

t)y) - a(tx + (1 - t)y)
t)y) - [a{x + y)- a((l - t)x + ty)] + e
- / ( ( l - t)x + ty) - [a{x + y)- a((l - t)x + ty)] + 5e
- a{x + y)- [ff ((1 - t)x + ty) - a((l - t)x + ty)] + 6e

< fi^) + fiy) - "(^ + y) + 6e
for edit G [0,1]. Therefore, the function
t ^ k{tx + (1 - t)y) =: x{t)

{t G [0,1])
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is bounded from above on [0,1]. The function fc is Jensen-convex, hence x is edso
Jensen-convex. Thus, by the famous Bernstein-Doetsch theorem (see [1], [12],
and [19]), x is continuous, emd hence convex, on ]0,1[. Being Jensen-convex on
[0,1], it is also convex on [0,1] {cf. [16, Lemma 6] with e = 0). Hence we get that

Xit)<tx{l) +

{l-t)xi0),i.e.,

k{tx + {l-t)y)<tk{x)

+ {l-t)k{y)

for te[0,l].

This proves the convexity offcemd thus the proof of the theorem is complete. •
REMARK 3. It is cleeur from the proof of Theorem 2, that the condition (3)
cem be replaced by the following weeiker one: There exists a two variable function
$: £> x D -^ R such that

(4)

/(<x + ( l - t ) y ) + / ( ( l - t ) x + t y ) < $ ( x , y )

(x,y G D,t G [0,1]).

For the necessity of this condition, one can take $(x, y) := /(x) + /(y) + 4e. The
proof of the sufficiency is emalogous to the argument foUowed above, except that
in the last chedn of inequedities, we get
fc(<x + (1 - t)y) < $(x, y) - a(x + y) + 2e,
which is also enough (together with the Bernstein-Doetsch theorem) to obtedn
the conclusion that fc is convex.
4. If e = 0 in Theorem 2, then (3) with t = 1/2 yields the Jensenconvexity of / . Thus (2) holds automaticaUy and the result obtained states that
/ is of the form f = a + k, where a is additive and fc is convex. Thus the result
of Ng [15] is also a consequence of Theorem 2. It is not clear (for the authors) if
one could deduce (2) from (3) edso for positive e. An affirmative einswer to this
question would solve the stability problem of Wright-convex functions completely.
REMARK
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TRACES OF WAVELET MULTIPLIERS
JINGDE DU AND M. W. WONG
Presented by L. A. Lorch, FRSC
ABSTRACT. We give a trace formula for wavelet multipliera as bounded
Unear operators in the trace class from L2(Rn) into L2(Rn) and use It to
compute the trace of the n-dimensional Landau-Pollak-Slepian operator
arising in signal analysis.
RÉSUMÉ. On présente une formule de trace pour les multiplicateurs
d'ondelettes comme opérateurs de trace bornés de L2(Rn) dans L2(R").
On emploie cette formule pour calculer la trace de l'opérateur de LandauPollak-Slepian en dimension n qu'on retrouve en analyse du signal.

1. Wavelet multipliers. Let a G Lo0(R'1). Then we define the Unear operator r ff :L 2 (R n ) -• L 2 (R n ) by
TaU = T-^aTu,

u G L 2 (R n ),

where T and T~l are the Fourier tremsformation and inverse Fourier transformation respectively. The Fourier tremsform Tu, sometimes denoted by û, of a
function u in L 2 (R n ) is given by Tu = Umfi_>0O(xiiu)A, where XR is the characteristic function of the hedl with center at the origin emd rewlius iî,
(Xfi«)A(0 = (27r)-"/2 /

e-ix<XR{x)u{x) dx,

Ç G Rn,

emd the convergence of (xflu)A to Tu is understood to be in L 2 (R n ). It is a
consequence of Plancherel's theorem that T(7:L2(Rn) -+ L 2 (R n ) is a bounded
linear operator.
Let 7r:Rn —^ B(l- 2 (R n )) be the unitary representation of the additive group
R" on L 2 (R n ) defined by
(7r(0«)(a;) = e ix «u(x),

x^eR",

for edl functions u in L2{Rn), where B(L 2 (R n )) is the C*-algebra of edl bounded
Unear operators from I-2(Rn) into L 2 (R n ). Let ip he any function in L 2 (R n ) n
Received by the editors July 3, 2001.
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L 00 (R n ) such that ||^||2 = 1. Then it has been proved in the paper [3] by He emd
Wong that
(1.1)

{tpu, ipv) = {2iT)-n f {u, 7r(0v) WOV, v) d?
JR"

for all functions u and v in the Schwartz space S, where ( , ) is the inner product
in L 2 (R n ).
Let o- be a function in Ll{Rn) or L 00 (R n ). Then for aU functions u in S, we
define P^u by
(1.2)

{Pa>ipu,v) = {2-K)-n (

<TiÇ){u,it{t)v){*ii)ip,v)dt

JR"

for all functions v in S. As has been proved in the paper [3] by He and Wong,
Pa<lfiu G L2{Rn) for all functions u in S, and P ^ , initially defined on S, can be
extended to a bounded linear operator from L 2 (R n ) into Ir 2 (R n ).
REMARK 1.1. Let a G L00{Rn) and let ip he any function in L ^ R ^ n L 0 0 ^ " )
such that ||v3||2 = 1. Then it has been proved in the paper [3] by He and Wong
that the bounded linear operators P^: L2{Rn) -+ L2{Rn) and <pTcÇ: L2{Rn) ->
L2{Rn) are equed. By (1.1) and (1.2), the bounded linear operator P^: L2{Rn) ->
L2{Rn) is a veiriemt of a locedization operator studied in the papers [1], [2]. Heid
the "admissible wavelet" <p in (1.2) been replaced by the function <po on R n given
by <po{x) = 1 for aU x in R n , we would have obtained T (r :L 2 (R n ) -+ L 2 (R n )
instead of Pa>ip:L2{Rn) -+ L 2 (R n ). In other words, the bounded linear operator P<r,¥,:L2(Rn) -* L 2 (R n ) would have been a "constemt coefficient" pseudodifferential operator or a Fourier multipUer studied in, say, the book [10] by
Wong. In view of the fact that the function ip in the bounded lineeir operator
Pc^: I, 2 (R n ) -)• L 2 (R n ) plays the role of the eidmissible wavelet in a localization
operator, we cedl the bounded linear operator P„tip: L 2 (R n ) -»• L 2 (R n ) a wavelet
multiplier.
2. The trace class. Let X be a complex emd separable Hilbert space of
infinite dimension in which the inner product is denoted by ( , ). Let A:X-*X
be a compeict operator. If we denote hy A*:X -t X the adjoint of A:X —>
X, then the lineeir operator {A*A)l/2:X -* X is positive and compact. Let
[tpk : fc = 1,2,...} be an orthonormal basis for X consisting of eigenvectors of
(AM) 1 / 2 :.*' -> X, and let Sfc(A) be the eigenvedue corresponding to the eigenvector i/»fe, fc = 1,2,
We say that the compact operator A: X -ï X is in the
trace class Si if Ylk^i S*(A) < oo. It can be shown that 5i is a Banach space in
which the norm || ||s2 is given by
||A||Sl=|>(A),
k=l

A G Si.
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PROPOSITION 2.1. Let A:X -> X be a bounded linear operator in Si and
let {<pk : fc = 1,2,...} be any orthonormal basis for X. Then the series
Y^ii^k,
Vk) is absolutely convergent and the sum is independent of the choice
of the orthonormal basis {(fk :fc= 1,2,...}.
Proposition 2.1 is weU-known and can be found on, say, p. 211 of the book [6]
by Reed and Simon.
In view of Proposition 2.1, we cem define the trace tr(A) of a bounded Unear
operator A: X -t X in Si hy
(2-1)

tr(A) = f;(A^,^) 1
fc=i

where {tpk :fc= 1,2,...} is emy orthonormal basis for X.
The foUowing theorem is a special case of Theorem 4.3 in the paper [3] by He
emd Wong.
2.2. Let a G L1{Rn) and let tp be any function in L2{Rn)Ç\L°0{Rn)
such that \\tpy = 1. Then the wavelet multiplier PCtV>:L2{Rn) H- L2{Rn) is in Si
THEOREM

3. A trace formula. The medn result in this paper is the foUowing theorem.
3.1. Let a G L1{Rn) and let tp be any function in L 2 (R n )ni 0o (R n )
such that \\ip\\2 = 1. Then
THEOREM

tr{Pa„) = {2it)-n j *{£)<%.
JR"

PROOF. Let { ^ : fc = 1,2,...} be an orthonormal basis for L 2 (R n ). Then,
using (1.2), (2.1), Fubini's theorem, Parseval's identity, \\(p\\2 = 1 and the fact
that 7r(0:Z,2(Rn) -4 L 2 (R n ) is a unitary operator for all Ç in R n , we get

tr(Pa. v ) = f2{Pa,v<Pk,<Pk} = jt{2*)-n
k=i

fe=i

/

f

•R

n

<rim<PkMOv>)\2dt

= {2n)-n f c7(of> fc) ^MI 2 dC
= (27r)-" /
JR"

^ ) | | 7 r ( 0 v l l i ^ = (27r)-" /

^ ) ^ .

JR"

REMARK 3.2. A trace formula for locedization operators can be found in the
paper [1] by Du and Wong.
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4. The Landau-Pollak-Slepian operator. Let SI and T be positive numbers. Then we define the Unear operators Pn:L 2 (R n ) -+ L 2 (R n ) and QT:
L2{Rn) -+ L2{Rn) by

emd
|a;| :Z,

(O-rfMx^-l^

-

•

(QT/)W-|0)
(x|>r)
for aU functions / in L 2 (R n ). It can be checked easUy that Pn: L 2 (R n ) ->• L 2 (R n )
and QT:L2{Rn) -¥ I<2(Rn) are self-adjoint projections.
In signed anedysis, a signed is a function in L 2 (R n ). Thus, for emy function /
in L 2 (R n ), the function QrPnf can be considered to be a time emd bemd-Umited
signed. Therefore it is of interest to compare the energy HQrPn/Hi of the time emd
bemd-Umited signed QrPnf with the energy WfWl of the origined signed / . Using
the fact that Pn:X 2 (R n ) -> L 2 (R n ) and QT:L2{Rn) -¥ L2{Rn) are self-adjoint
and the fact that QT: L2{RU) -> L2{Rn) is a projection, we get
SUP

{ " Q | y : / 6 L2{R"),fï o] = IIPnQrPnIU.

The bounded linear operator PnQrPn'-L2^)
-»• ^ ( R " ) that we have just
seen in the context of time emd band-limited signeds is the n-dimensioned emalogue
of the Landau-PoUak-Slepian operator studied in the fundamented papers [4], [5]
by Landau emd PoUeik, [7], [8] by Slepian, and [9] by Slepiem emd PoUak.
The foUowing theorem is em n-dimensioned anedogue of a result in Section 5 of
the paper [3] by He emd Wong.
THEOREM

4.1. Let ip be the function on R" defined by
», x G Bn,
ip{x) = \ VMëiïï'

10,

x ^ BQ,

where
Bn = {xGRn : \x\ < fi},
and let a be the characteristic function on the set BT, where
BT = {iGRn:

\i\ < T).

Then the n-dimensional Landau-Pollak-Slepian operator PçIQTPH: L2{Rn) —¥
L 2 (R n ) is unitarily equivalent to a scalar multiple of the wavelet multiplier Pa,<p:
L2{Rn)-¥ L2{Rn). In fact,
PUQTPçI

=

p{Bn)T-lPa^T.
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We have the foUowing result on the treice of the n-dimensional Landau-PollakSlepian operator P n ^ r P n : ! - 2 ^ " ) -+ L 2 (R n ).
THEOREM

4.2. tr(PnQTPn) = { t r ( f ) } - 2 ( ^ ) n .

Theorem 4.2 is em immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1, Theorem 4.1 emd
the fact that the volume of the baU in R n with radius r is equed to ^WKTREFERENCES
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HILBERT AND POINCARÉ SERIES OF KOSZUL ALGEBRAS
ISTVÂN ÂGOSTON, VLASTIMIL DLAB, FRSC, AND ERZSÉBET LUKÂCS
ABSTRACT.
This note reflects some of the recent results of the authors
concerning the Hilbert and Poincaré series of a graded algebra. In particular, their results show that a graded Koszul algebra is a standard Koszul
quasi-hereditary algebra if and only if its (Yoneda) extension algebra is a
standard Koszul quasi-hereditary algebra.
RÉSUMÉ. Cet article s'agit de quelques résultats récentes des auteurs
en langage des séries de Hilbert et Poincaré d'une algèbre graduée. En
particulier, on montre qu'une algèbre graduée Koszul est une algèbre quasihéréditaire Koszul standarde si et seulement si son algèbre (Yoneda) d'extension est une algèbre quasi-héréditaire Koszul standarde.

Throughout the paper, A = 0 r > o AT is a basic positively graded connected
AT-algebra, with diniK- Ar < oo for aU r. Unless otherwise stated, we shedl also
assume that A is tightly graded. Thus AQ is a finite dimensional semi-simple
edgebra and Ar-A,, = A r + i for all integers r, s > 0. Obviously the (graded) radioed
of A is reid A = 0 r > i Ar. Let us fix a primitive orthogoned decomposition of the
identity element 1 = ei + 62 H
1- e n so that ei G Ao and keep the order
e = (61,62, . . . , e n ) of this complete set of primitive orthogoned idempotents
throughout the paper. By a graded (right) A-module X we shedl edways mean
a vector space X = 0 r > f c Xr for some fc 6 Z with XT - As Q Xr+a where all
Xr are finite dimensioned. The module X is said to be generated in degree k if
X = Xk-A {i.e., Xk-Ar = -Xfc+r for every r > 0). Note that in this case Xr = 0
for aU r < fc. A submodule V of Jf is sedd to be a graded submodule of X if
Y = 0 r > f e Yr with Yr = Y n XT. If both X and Y are generated in the same
degreefcIhen Y is cedled a top submodule of X. U X = © r > fc X r is a graded
module generated in degree fc, then the graded submodule rad' X = 0 r > t + f c Xr
is generated in degree t + fc for edl t > 0.
By a graded morphism f:X-*Y
between two graded A-modules we shaU
understemd a module homomorphism of degree 0, given by a feunily of Unear
maps fr'. Xr —> Yr with obvious commuting properties. It is easy to see that, for
a greided morphism f:X -*Y, the morphism Ker/ -> X and Y -)• Coker/ are
Received by the editors June 5, 2001.
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no. T029525 and T034530; part of this research was done while the first author held the
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also graded, emd if y is generated in degreefc,so is Coker / . Every graded module
X generated in degree fc has a greided projective cover P -> X -^ 0, where P is
edso generated in degree fc.
Note that the right reguleir representation AA and its indecomposable direct
summands P{i) = eiA are graded modules generated in degree 0 emd the greided
submodules rew^A^ and rad t P(z) in degree t > 1. SimUeirly, the irreducible
A-modules 5(i) = P(t)/reid P(i) are generated in degree 0. Furthermore, let
us recedl that the (right) standard module A(i) is the leirgest quotient of the
projective module P(i) with no composition factors isomorphic to S{j) for j > i.
Hence
A{i) = e<A/eiA(ei+i + 6i+2 + • • • + en)A
for 1 < i < n is a greided module generated in degree 0.
DEFINITION 1. U X = 0 r > f c ^ r is a graded right A-module over a (not
necessarUy tightly) graded algebra A, then the Hilbert vector of X is defined as
the vector H%{q) = iH^{q),....H^{q))
G Zfaq-1]]" such that

Hic{q) = Y^[Xr--S{i)]-qr,
r>k

where [Xr : S{i)] denotes the multipUcity of the simple module S{i) in X r , both
considered as Ao-modules.
DEFINITION 2. For a given ordered system X = {X{1),..., X{m)) of graded
A-modules X{j) generated in degree 0, the Hilbert matrix of X, denoted by
H^{q) is the matrix whose j-th column is the HUbert vector HA {q) of X{j).
In particular, if>i(g) = H%{q) stands for the HUbert matrix of the system
P = (P(l), • • •,P(n)), where P(j) is the j-th indecomposable projective module. Similarly, H^{q) is the Hilbert matrix corresponding to the system A =
(A(l),..., A(n)) of the stemdeird modules A{j).
Let us point out that the above defined vectors appeeir as columns in the
forthcoming matrix calculations. Observe that

HA0PP{q) =

WX1-iHA{q))T-WA,

where WA = {wij) is the diagoned matrix with wu = [End^ S{i) : if]; we shedl use
the symbol WA to denote this matrix throughout the note. Let us edso mention
that HA{q) is an upper triangular matrix. Moreover, HA{q) = In, the n x n
identity matrix, for the system of simple modules S = (iS'(l),..., S{n)). Finedly,
note that HA{1) is the Ceirtan matrix of the algebra A.
Recedl that a finite dimensional algebra (A,e) {i.e., the algebra A with respect to the given order e of the primitive idempotents e*) is said to be a quasihereditary algebra if every indecomposable projective module P{i) has a filtration
whose factors are isomorphic to some A{j), j > i, and all standard modules A(t)
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are Schurian {i.e., the multipUcity [A(t) : S{i)] = 1 for 1 < i < n). Note that
the latter condition is equivalent to the requirement that the diagoned elements
of the Hilbert matrix H%{q) are all 1.
It is well-known that these properties imply the same properties for the corresponding (right) projective, stemdeird and simple A-modules P 0 (t), A 0 (t) and
S0{i) of the opposite algebra A o p p .
PROPOSITION 1. A finite dimensional algebra (A, e) is quasi-hereditary if and
only if
HA{q) = Hfiq)

- {WA • H&piq) • WX1)7

and

det HA{q) = 1,

where WA = (t«»j) is the diagonal matrix with wu = [End^ S{i) : K].
PROOF. The matrix equality ensures that the regular module has a filtration
by standard modules, while the condition on the determinant of the Hilbert
matrix gives that edl standard modules are Schurian. This is a straightforweird
modification of the well-known numerical cheiracterization of quasi-hereditary
edgebras {cf. [4, Theorem 2.4]).
•
1. In fact, the above paper shows that the statement is true in
a more general form: the edgebra (A,e) is standardly stratified {i.e., AA has a
A 0 -filtration) if and only if
REMARK

HAiq) = Hfrq)

• {WA - HfUq)

- W^f.

Here, A = ( A ( l ) , . . . , Â(n)) is a sequence of the proper stemdard modules A(t),
defined as the largest quotient of A(t) with [Â(t) : S{i)\ = 1 (see also [1]).
2. Proposition 1 edso shows that if (A, e) is quasi-herediteury then
its Hilbert matrix is the product of a lower and an upper unitriemgular matrix.
Simple exeimples show that this property is feir from characterizing quasi-heredity
of edgebras.
Recedl that the Yoneda extension algebra A* of the algebra A is the vector
space © ^ x j E x t ^ S ' , S) together with multipUcation given by the Yoneda composition of extensions; here, 5 = 0 " = 1 S{i). Thus A* has a natural grading given
by the degree of Ext-modules. This grading is tight if emd only if the edgebra
is Koszul. Let us recedl that, by definition, a graded A-module X, generated in
degree fc is Koszul if emd only if X has a linear projective resolution, i.e., in the
graded minimed projective resolution
REMARK

tPk-t

> Pi -> Po -+ X -+ 0

the projective modules Ph aie generated in degree /i + fc for each /i > 0. This is
equivedent to the fact that edl syzygies Qh+i{X) aie top submodules
ofiaàPh{X).
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The finite dimensioned algebra A is cedled Koszul if edl simple modules e^e Koszul.
Thus A is Koszul if emd only if, for all 1 < t, j < n,
Ext^(5(t)[s], S{j)[r\) ? 0 impUes r-s

= h.

Here, S^fc)^] denotes the graded module 5(fc), shifted by t.
The natural contravariant functor Ext^mod-A -> A*-mod is defined by
Ext',(X, S) for every X G mod-A,

Ext^(A-) = 0
h>0

where this decomposition provides edso a grading of Ext^(X). Note that the
greided simple emd indecomposable projective left A*-modules cein be obtained
as S*0{i) = ExfA{Pii)) and P*0(t) = Ext^(5(t)), respectively.
3. The Poincaré vector P%{q) of a graded A-module X =
0r>o-^r, generated in degree 0 is the vector Pf(g) = (Pi*(g),...,P*(g)),
where
DEFINITION

Pfiq) = 52i-l)h&*tHAiX,§) : S'0{i)]qh.
h>0

One may define, as in the case of HUbert vectors, the Poincaré matrix P * (g) of
a system X of modules.
Note that PA{q) G Z[[q]] can be defined, equivalently, in terms of a minimal
projective resolution of the A-module X, and that it is a polynomial vector if
and only if the projective dimension of X is finite. Let us observe that PA{q) =
H^'PiX){-q).
In particular, Pf(g) = H^o^-q)
= W^1 • iHA.{-q))T - WA.
For simpUcity, we shedl denote this matrix by PA{q). Let us note that, again,
PAor,iq) =

WX1-{PA{q))T.WA.

We can now formulate the foUowing result.
PROPOSITION 2 ([3]). The graded A-modtde X, generated in degree 0 is
Koszul if and only if
HA{q)-PZ{q) = HÎ{q).
PROOF. Consider a minimal graded projective resolution
> Ph -)•

^ Pi -> Po -• -X" -^ 0

of the module X, Define the power series vector (formedly) by

itf («) = itfiq), - - .,P$iq)) = E ^ 1 ) ' '
h>0

H^iq);
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here top Pfc is the semisimple greided module Phi rad P/,. Note that the r-th component (Ph) r of Ph is 0 for all r < ft. Consequently, each component of Hx£p Ph (ç)
is divisible by qh. Using Euler's eu-gument we get easUy that
HA{q) • R%iq) = H^iq)

-H^{q)

+ --- + {-l)hH?{q)

+ •-- =

H*{q).

On the other hand, it is clear that Pf{q) = E/.>o[ t o PPh '• si] ' (-9)' , • S o o n e c a n
see easUy that X is Koszul if and only if RA{q) = PA{q)- Finally, the statement
foUows by observing that HA{q) is an invertible matrix, since HA{Q) = /„•
•
COROLLARY 1. A graded algebra A is Koszul if and only if
HA{q)-PA{q)

= In.

Note that HA{q)-R%{q) = H%{q) = In. Thus, if gl.dim A < oo, then detiî^(g)
and detHA{q) belong to Z[q], and therefore detHA{q) = ± 1 . On the other hemd,
det-ff^O) = 1; hence we obtedn the foUowing well-known result.
PROPOSITION 3 ([5]). / / the graded algebra A has finite global dimension,
then detHA{q) = 1, consequently the Cartan determinant of A is 1.
m
RecaU that an edgebra (A, e) is sedd to be standard Koszul if edl right emd left
standeurd modules are Koszul. It is one of the medn results of [2] that a stemdard
Koszul quasi-hereditary edgebra is Koszul. We cem reformulate this result in terms
of HUbert and Poincaré matrices in the foUowing way.
THEOREM 1 ([2]). Let us assume that for the algebra (A,e) the following
conditions hold:
(i) HAiq) = H*{q) - (WA • H£PP{q) - M ^ 1 ) T , and detHA{q) = 1.
(ii) HA{q) - P£{q) = H*{q) and HA.PP{q) • P^PP{q) = H&piq)Then, HA{q) - PA{q) = InA simple matrix calculation leads to the foUowing statement.
COROLLARY 2. Let (A, e) be a graded algebra satisfying the conditions (i) and
(ii) of Theorem 1. Then the condition (i) holds also for the Poincaré matrices:

PA{q) = Pfiq)

- iWA - P%°PP{q) - W^fand

detPA{q)

= 1.

PROOF. Substituting the expressions in {ii) into (t), we get
HA{q) = iHA{q) - Pfiq))

• {WA • HAoPP{q) • P£PP{q) - W^ 1 ) 7 ".

Rewriting this equedity.
In = Ptiq)

• W?

- iPftM)7

• WA • WX1 • {HAoPP{q))T • WA,

and thus
In = P f (?) • iWA • P£;P{q) • WAl)T • HAiq)By Theorem 1, the inverse of the matrix HA{q) is PA{q)- This yields the desired
formula. Clearly det P ^ g ) = det ( ^ ( g ) ) " 1 = 1•
Now we can give an edtemative proof of one of the main statements of [2].
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T H E O R E M 2. Let (A, e) be a graded standard Koszul quasi-hereditary algebra. Then the extension algebra (A*,f) (with respect to the opposite order of the
idempotents f = ( / n , / n - i i • • • , / i ) , where ft = ids(i)^ is also a standard Koszul
quasi-hereditary algebra.

PROOF. In order to identify the standeurd modules over A*, we need the following cheuacterization of standard modules in terms of Hilbert and Poincaré
matrices.
PROPOSITION 4. A system X = ( X ( l ) , . . . , X{n)) of A-modules generated in
degree 0 is isomorphic to the system of the standard modules A = ( A ( l ) , . . . ,
A(n)) of (A,e) if and only if the matrix H%{q) is an upper triangular matrix
with HA{Q) = In, while in the matrix P^(g) - In all elements above and on
the main diagonal are divisible byq2. In particular, i/(A, e) is quasi-hereditary,
then the matrices HA{q) and HAOpp{q) are upper unitriangular and the matrices
P ^ ( g ) and P^pp(g) ore lower unitriangular.
P R O O F . It is cleeir that the system of standard modules satisfies the given
conditions. For the converse, the fact that the HUbert matrix of X is upper
triemgular meems that X{i) has no composition factors of index larger than i
while the condition on the constemt part of the matrix ensures that each module
X{i) is local. FinaUy, the last condition yields Ext^(X(i),5(j)) = 0 for j < i,
implying that X{i) is a maximal quotient of A(i), i.e., X{i) = A(i). The last
statement foUows from weU-known properties of standard modules over quasiherediteury algebras.
•

3. If {A, e) is o graded standard Koszul quasi-hereditary algebra, then Ext^(A(i)) = A* 0 (i) and Ext^(A 0 (i)) = A ^ i ) are the left and right
standard modules over (A*,f), respectively.
COROLLARY

PROOF. We make use of the foUowing facts. The left A*-module Ext*{X)
of a right greided Koszul module X over a Koszul edgebra A, is Koszul, and
furthemore, X = Ext* (Ext* (X)) if we identify A with the isomorphic edgebra
A".
Thus, while Pjf (g) = -H^opp (—g) is true in genered, the Koszul property
of the standard modules now impUes that PA^liA){q)
= H^'{Ext'iA)){-q)
=
HA{—q), and the seime relations hold for the left standeurd modules. Thus by
Proposition 4, we get that Ext*(A 0 (l)),. ..,Ext*(A 0 (n)) are the right, while
E x t * ( A ( l ) ) , . . . , Ext*(A(n)) are the left standard modules over (A*, f).
•
In order to finish the proof of Theorem 2, we need only to note that, by our
earUer observation, CoroUary 3 impUes that the left emd right stemdeird modules
over (A*,f) eire Koszul. Furthermore, by Corollary 2 emd Proposition 1, we get
that (A*,f) is quasi-herediteiry. Thus A* is a stemdeird Koszul quasi-hereditary
edgebra, as required.
•
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